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lntroduction
In today's cynical global business world it may come as a sur-
prise to leam that some young executives on Hong-Kong's hi-
tech stock-exchange regularly consult the ancient Chinese text
ofthe I Ching (pronounced 'ee ching') for advice and guidance
in their business and personal lives. A further surprise may be
that they use the latest in state-of-the-art, hand-held computer
technology with an electronic-text version of the I Ching! This
might be dismissed as a harmless or frivolous use of modern
technology, similar to electronic games. But those who regularly
consult their electronic versions ofthe I Ching do so in a spirit of
serious and thoughtful quest. For them it is no game. They bring
specific questions to the I Ching, consulting it to find answers
relevant to their situation and circumstances. Millions of others
across the world consult their traditional text versions of I Ching
to do likewise. Is this mere superstition, akin to the reading of
newspaper and magazine horoscopes? Or is there more to it?

All of us at times in our lives find ourselves in situations where
we feel the need ofadvice and guidance about what decisions to
make, and what actions to take. Often we tum to others, whether
it be friends, relatives, trusted colleagues or professional coun-
sellors. But sometimes we hanker after some more profound guid-
ance, something that would be impossible or inappropriate to
ask or expect from anyone who knows us, yet neither would it be
useful to consult a counsellor as some intimate knowledge of
our inner selves is a prerequisite for the guidance we seek. In
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situations like these you will tend to rely on the person who knows
you best: yourself. Some will augment this self-counselling with
the spiritual dimension of prayer. Others will remain reliant on
their own counsel and decisions, inadequate as they may prove

to be. The I Ching provides another resource for advice and guid-

ance, for help in deciding what to do in any particular situation,
which many - in the West as well as the East - also use to help
orient themselves towards their true directions and their true
selves.

There is a spiritual dimension to the I Ching as well as a prac-

tical aspect to it, but using the I Ching has nothing to do with
invoking the supematural or calling on the help of benign spirits-
What it is about, though, is consulting and trusting a system that

was developed over many centuries and which displays remark-
able and profound insights into the motives, attitudes and behav-
iour ofindividual and groups ofpeople. For those who regularly
consult it, the I Ching is valuable because they believe it to be
practical and useful. For its millions of users there is nothing
otherworldly about the I Ching; for them the I Ching quite sim-
ply works - and that is something that cannot be objectively de-
fined or dismissed.

This book is intended as an introduction to familiarise you with
the basic precepts and method of the I Ching. Like the I Ching
itself, this book does not set out to provide you with definitive
answers, either to your personal questions or to sceptical ques-

tions you may have about the I Ching. Its intention is not to pro-

vide irrefutable proof that the I Ching 'works' . It is hoped, though,
that this book will help'you to make up your own mind, not only
about the answers you receive to your personal questions, but
about the whole philosophy and method of the I Ching.
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The creative use of chance events is the starting point in the
method of consulting the I Ching. The consulter composes a ques-

tion of some importance to her or his life. Then a series of chance

events are enacted, in the form of the random disposals of cast
yarrow stalks or thrown coins. The I Ching then sets out to inter-
pret the meanings for the individual who initiates these chance

occurrences. The I Ching becomes the guide or oracle which
helps the individual to interpret these meanings.

The first step in this is to translate the results of the casting of
coins, or the more traditional yarrow stalks, into patterns of bro-
ken and unbroken lines ofthe same length. Ifcasting coins, heads
will be assigned a solid line and tails a broken line. The outcome

is two six-line figures called hexagrams. There is a system of

sixty-four possible hexagrams. (Each hexagram is composed of
two three-line figures called trigrams. There is a system of eight
possible trigrams.) The first of the two hexagrams will offer an
answer to your question as it affects your present situation; the
second hexagram offers advice pertaining to future conditions.
The I Ching provides a system of analysis and commentaries for
every hexagram. This system is consulted for the interpretation
of each particular heix.agram that is drawn from the casting of the

coins or stalks. The consulter must then consider how the inter-
pretation of the particular hexagram relates to the specific ques-

tion she or he brought to the consultation. This is importanf. The
I Ching does not provide cast-iron answers, give injunctions or
make firm predictions: its role is to provide guidance and advice

which will help an individual come to her or his own judgements

or decisions concerning the question they have posed for them-
selves.
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Nature of I Ghing
The I Ching translates literally into English as The Book of
Changes.Its theme is change - paradoxically the only constant
and dependable thing in life- and regeneration, i.e., how one
should respond to or deal with the changes one will inevitably
face in life. This is the purpose of the I Ching: to help those who
consult it learn from and benefit from change and to develop
positive responses to change, no matter whether the change it-
selfis considered negative orpositive. This can be done by learn-
ing how to go with change (to 'go with the flow') rather than
directly opposing it or resisting it; to learn how to tum change, to
manipulate it, to one's advantage. To deal with change in this
way is to be truly creative, both in the present and for the future.
You are able to let go orfree yourselffrom the past, from ways
of thinking, feeling and behaving that are no longer relevant or
rewarding, but are stagnant, stultifying and even harmful. The I
Ching offers to help an individual change things in the present

and thus alter their future.
In the context of a specific consultation of the I Ching, one of

three possible kinds of fundamental change that affect any situa-
tion is uncovered: either non-change. cyclical change or sequen-
tial change. Anon-change situation does not mean that there is no
forward movement in time, no change - that would be impossi-
ble, but that things change only within the existing framework or
system of things, which itself is not subject to change for the time
being. Cyclical change happens in the same way as seasonal change.
And sequential change is progressive change, as when one gen-

eration is superseded by the next in the nature of cause and effect.
The I Ching also focuses on the role and the meaning of signifi-
cant coincidences in relation to change.

9 Introduction

When someone wants advice or guidance on a matter of im-
portance, before they make a crucial choice or decision, they
consult the I Ching. The I Ching is used as a kind of oracle,
providing wise and authoritative answers to questions, and di-
vining the outcome of present situations or events. But with the I

Ching the person who consults is like a partner in the oracular
consultation, participating in the process and interpreting and
assessing the results for themselves in the light of their own self-
knowledge and intuition. The I Ching is not a substitute for self-
knowledge, or the responsibilities of free-will and autonomous
decision-making; it is, rather, a valuable ally in this often diffi-
cult and lonely process.

The I Ching does not specifically predict or prescribe what the
future outcome of any present situation will be. Rather, it indi-
cates what it believes are suitable courses of action to take in any
particular situation, and in so doing invites us to consider its sug-
gestions, giving them careful thought before we come to our fi-
nal decision about which course to take and which choice to make.

The text of the I Ching would be more accurately termed a
collection of texts, written and expanded through different peri-

ods of early and later Chinese history. The I Ching is the most

ancient and venerable book in Chinese culture, written and added
to over many centuries. It is a compendium of historically accu-
mulated learning and understanding, a lore of wit and wisdom,
composed of a rich mixture of poetry, philosophy, psychology,
worldly wisdom, practical advice, social insight and understand-
ing. Because of its importance to the Chinese philosophies of
Confucianism and Taoism and its status as one ofthe Five Clas-
sics of Chinese literature, the I Ching was preserved in China
down tfuough the ages. With its earliest parts dating from five
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thousand years ago it is older than the Bible, and though it is not

a religious text it has been as revered in China as the Bible has

been in the West. But. unlike the books of the Bible, the I Ching

is not meant to be read straight through' In modern-day parlance

the I Ching could be called an 'interactive text': we do some-

thing with it beyond the usual activities involved in reading and

studying a text.

The basis of the I Ching
The fundamental basis of the I Ching, its underlying philosophy'

is the beliefthat chance events are in fact not that: they are not

rarldom or accidental, meaningless or trivial occurrences, but are,

in fact, significant and meaningful' It is held that all seemingly
random occurences are actually fundamentally and meaning-

fully connected to everything else that occurs at the same mo-

ment of time as they do; that is, simultaneous events have a con-

nection above and beyond the basic fact that they are contempo-

raneous, and this connection has nothing to do with notions of

cause and effect. Therefore, says the I Ching, it is possible to

gain insightinto the underlying forces that are influencing change

in our lives by properly interpreting the significance and mean-

ing of apparently chance events in our lives. These enable a link

or an influence to be divined or perceived between the state of

our subjective psychic and spiritual lives and the principles of

change that are affecting us. This is where the I Ching comes in.

Its role is to interpret properly the significance of chance events

in your life. These are the key to identifying the relation between

the events and circumstances of your life at the moment and the

corresponding underlying forces ofchange. Randomness is the

route to insight, significance and meaningful order'

11 Introduction

To a sceptical frame of mindbroughtup in the dominantWest-
ern tradition of rationalism this may all seem a bit far-ferched
and nonsensical, to say the least. Yet the concept of 'synchronicity'

was treated seriously by the famous psychoanalyst and scholar,
Carl Gustav Jung, who was enthusiastic about the I Ching. Like

the I Ching, his theory of synchronicity stressed the connectedness
of seemingly disparate or chance events with every other event

they were simultaneous with, and insisted that this simultaneous
link was significant and meaningful and not just a matter of co-

incidence. For the theory of synchronicity, there is no such thing

as 'mere' coincidence. Ifanyone thinks about it they can recog-

nise moments of such 'synchronicity' in their own lives. These

are often, in fact, dismissed as moments of mere coincidence,
though occasionally people have more startling encounters with
what appears as uncanny coincidences. We can all provide ex-

amples of rotrtine coincidences from our own or others experi-

ences. For example, thinking about someone and then receiving
a letter or telephone call from them, or actually bumping into

them; or seeking the answer to some question and suddenly find-

ing it turning up unprompted and unlooked for in some unex-
pected source. For Jung, then, there was nothing 'mere' about

such coincidental incidents and happenings. For him (and for

the I Ching) they are expressions of a kind of order that goes

beyond the logical world ofcause and effect. Synchronicity states

that simultaneous events are linked not just by the fact that they

occur at the same time but in ter-ms of their mutual influence and

their integration into a comprehensive meaning that is greater

than its parts. It follows then that it is possible that answers to
problems can be found not by looking at questions ofcause and

effect, but by observing and noting, andjudging the significance
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of everything present at the same moment of time * sidestepping

conventional logic entirely. (Traditional riddles, and imagery
poetry and metaphor similarly 'sidestep' the more limited, pro-

saic world of logical reality.) So that events that may seem un-

connected, trivial or peripheral to the essential or central con-

cerns and agendas of our lives at any given moment, are in fact

significantly related synchronically to whatever we are thinking,

feeling and doing at that particular moment, and all of these ele-

ments are ordered in relation to each other by the higher or funda-

mental creative forces which govern all change and thus all life.

Problem-solving
Modern theories of creative thinking and problem-solving, such

as lateral thinking, employ methods similar to the I Ching's use

ofrandom occulrence as a route into insight and understanding:

they seek ways of side-stepping the walls built up by common-

sense and rationalism eg. the injunction to 'think outside the lines',

if one is vainly struggling to solve a particularly difficult prob-

lem.
Alittle imaginary scenario might serve to illustrate here. Let's

say, as a test of someone's problem-solving ability' he is faced

with a cunningly devised, intricate knot tied in a piece of rope'

Perplexed but determined, he is persevering with what seems

the obvious method of tackling this literally kirotty problem, i.e.,

he is using the powers of his eyesight and his mind to guide his

thumbs, index fingers and fingernails to tug and unpick the stub-

born knot -but with all his determination he is getting nowhere'

Then the magician steps forward, takes the ends of the rope and

with one sharp jerk 'Hey presto!' the knot disappears. The vol-

unteer may have thought that what he was doing was unpicking

13 Introduction

a knot, but in reality he was only tying himself in knots. One
could call what the magician did rnere 'trickery' but that it was a
trick is not the point of the example. Thinking in only one way,
the unsuccessful volunteer was unable to see what was actually
there. This example shows that that the solution to aproblem may
not lie in what seems to be the most straightforward approach.
So exit stage-left one embarrassed and remorseful volunteer.

A Gestalt psychologist, Karl Duncker coined the term 'func-

tional fixedness' to describe a conlmon source of difficulty in
problem-solving. If finding the solution requires that some ob-
ject or concept be used in a new and unfamiliar way, a 'fixation'

or closed mindset on the common and familiar usage may pre-

vent the new one from being seen.
Circumventing these closed mindsets is the preferred method

of creative problem-solvers. The mathematician Gyorgy Polya
introduced the idea that there are general techniques for solving
problems, which he called heuristics: procedures that often help
though they cannot guarantee success. (The dictionary describes
heuristic method as 'using or obtained by exploration ofpossi-
bilities rather than by the application of set rules'; i.e' one dis-
covers or makes up the rules as one goes along and only when
you reach your solution can you lookback and identifu the'rules'.)
One useful heuristic is working backward from the solution. If

the answer were known, what characteristics would it have to
have? Another important heuristic is to establish subgoals. Think
of some situation from which the solution might be easier to ob-
tain, and work toward that situation first. Again, the whole method
of I Ching could be interpreted or described as an heuristic method
of creative problem-solving.

In Gestalt theories of perception, problem-solving and crea-
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tive thinking the emphasis is not on step-by-step deduction' but

on close and non-analytical, synthesising observations of par-

ticulars,whichareintegratedintoawholethatgivescoherence
and meaning to the individual parts' And the whole has a mean-

ing of its own which is, crucially, more than the sum of its con-

stiLent parts. Seemingly unconnected clues are integrated by a

sudden moment of illuminating perception into a meaningful

whole. For seeing and creating, therefore, the emphasis is not on

analysis, but synthesis: integrating all the synchronous elements

of a situation into a meaningful whole'

Also, Gestalt psychology emphasises the creative' intelligent'

and organisational aspects of problem solving and learning' In-

sight is interpreted as a sudden, solution to a problem through a

creativecombinationofpreviouslyunrelatedideas.Thisdescrip-
tion could be applied to the whole method of the I Ching' from

the casting of the coins to the final pondering of the meaning of

a hexagram.
Detlerately abjuring or abandoning the logical and analytical

mindset is and has been a liberating experience for many crea-

tive artists and problem solvers. The logical gap is suddenly gone

and meaning, insight and understanding are present and lumi-

'nous.It isamethodofartisticinsightandcreationthathasgreat
validity. One could study and analyse a problem and end up going

incircles'whereasintuitionleapstotheanswerandthegoalinan
instant. Similarly I Ching employs the method of chance: arriving

at the answer without seeming to have travelled'

For the logical mind this might seem too paradoxical and sus-

piciously simplistic. The scientific method requires objective and

explicit demonstrations of how something is done; and if this

cannot be provided then the method or procedure is not valid
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and cannot be believed or trusted. But there are areas of skill or
connoisseurship in life where people demonstrably and success-
fully carry out tasks, but would be unable to explicitly explain to

others the elemenis and method of how they do what they do:

from learning how to balance on and ride a bike, to identifying

wine by its vineyard and year- Their successful performance of

the skill is their knowledge of it. Analysis is by comparison a

meaningless irrelevance.
And so it is with the I Ching. If the I Ching works for you, then

it works. How it works is of secondary or even, to some perhaps,

no importance. AII you need for it to work is a knowledge of the
procedure and an open but reflective frame of mind.

History
How, when and where did the text and method of the I Ching
originate? It all began with the trigrams, which are reputed to

have been the life's work of the first Chinese Emperor Fu Hsi.

He was also a teacher and scholar and his formulation of the

trigrams is said to have been the culmination of life-long study

dedicated to discovering the underlying principles of the uni-

verse. The inspiration of the lines that form the trigrams was

supposedly the patterns in the shell of a tortoise.
The origin of the fiigrams is described in the form of a 'creation-

myth'involving the essential opposing energies orprinciples of yin

and yang, which are the basis of all things, everything in the uni-

verse being generated from their polmity. Yin is feminine and has

passive power; yang is masculine and has active power. Paradoxi-

cally, yin and yang are both opposing and complementary, as can be

seen from the symbol which represents them.
Yin and yang are light and dark, night and day, masculine and
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feminine,positiveandnegative,andallotherfundamentaland
creative pot*iti"t. In terms of cosmology yin is related to the

-oon *d controls the earth, yang is related to the sun and con-

trols the heavens.
The I Ching states that Great Primal Beginning created the

two primary principles of yin and yang and two primary trigrams'

Theie then generated four images which in turn generated the

eight founding trigrams of the I Ching'

F Hsi's original trigrams were expanded in a later period of

early Chinese history by a feudal lord called King Wen and his

,oo, th" Duk" ofChou. Shortly before 1,000 years nc they devel-

oped the three-line trigrams into six-line figures and created a

system of sixty-four hexagrams. Each hexagram was given a dis-

tinctive name and acommentary was providedforeach onewhich

explained it and gave advice. In the I Ching this is known as the

T'uan or the Judgement. There is also a commentary on the Judge-

ment and the individual lines of each hexagram, which is known

as Hsiang Chuan or the Image. It is believed that the text of the I

Ching attributed to King Wen and
his son includes material which in

fact originates from multiPle au-

thors beginning centuries before

their time. So the I Ching incorPo-
rates aspects of ancient Chinese
culture, many thousands of Years
o14 in the form of oracular sYstems,
ancient historical writings and po-

ems.
Some centuries later, about the

beginning of the fifth century Bc,

yin andyang
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a further series of commentaries were written about the text of

King Wen and added to the I Ching. These are known the T'uan

Chuan or the Ten Wings and are attributed to tlre legendary Chinese
philosopher and sage, Confucius, who was a great student of the I

Ching. His contribution to the I Ching led it to become even more
popular in China as a system oforacular divination.

TheI Ching survived a barbaric period in Chinese history which

was catasffophic for other texts, when in 2 I 3 nc the Emperor Ch'in

Shih Huang Ti of the Chin dynasty (221-2M nc) ordered a mas-

sive book-burning. Many ancient and important works of Chinese
literature and culture were disastrously destroyed, including many

copies ofthe I Ching. Fortunately, enough copies survived.
As one of the few texts of Chinese culture that were left after

the barbaric book-burning (at this period, like other texts prior to

the invention of paper, the I Ching would have been written on

strips of wood or bamboo)l the I Ching became the object of

even more scholarly devotion. Further commentaries and text

were added by the adherents of Taoist philosophy as well as those

by Confucianists and other schools of thought during the civi-

lised and creative Han dynasty (2O2 nc-220 eo) which followed

the barbarous Chin period. By the end of the second century AD

imperial edict had ensured that the I Ching and four other classic

texts associated with Confucianism were engraved in stone so that

their wisdom would never be lost to humankind.
During later periods in Chinese history further commentaries

continued to be added to the I Ching, most notably by the phi-

losopher Chu Hsi during the Sung dynasty (960-1279). It is re-

ported that by the early eighteenth century the I Ching included

commentaries by over two hundred different scholars, dating back

to the second century Bc.
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The I Ching was first introduced to the West in the early eight-

eenth centu{in France but it wasn't until its discovery in China

by a German Christian missionary called Richard Wilhelm' in

the late nineteenth century, that it became more widely known'

wilhelm translated the I ching into German in the early years of

this century and this became the basis for subsequent editions in

English. There was an independent English translation published

in IASS by the Engtish scholar and sinologist' James Legge but'

gooO a, iiwur, the fact that it was directed at an audience of other

tademics rather than the more popular readership that the Wilhelm

translation achieved meant that it has had less influence and is less

well-known than the Wilhelm version'

The English translation of Wilhelm's German version of the I

Ching walpublished in the late nineteen-forties' It gained a stead-

ily grlwini group of readers' But there was an explosive increase

i" ti" t"uA".thipof the English I Ching during the late nineteen-

sixties to the early nineteen-seventies' This wider popular West-

ern audience arose during the heyday ofthe 'counter-culture'in

thelatesixtiesandearlyseventies,whenthelChingwasadopted
by adherents of the 'counter-culture' as a cult text and activity'

dejecting traditional Western culture - its values' religions' poli-

tlcs analnitosophies - the'counter-culture' movement sought

n"*, -* relevant and meaningful routes to insight' personal-

gto*m and wisdom. The I Ching - coming from the tradition of

Lurt"-, Oriental culture and philosophy -had an immediate ap-

p"ut, ,"it tor""d by its aura of ancient and exotic wisdom and its

ffii"i challenge to what was seen as the authoritarian and arid

logic and rationulir*, and empty materialism of-Western society'
-Tht 

nu-" and fame of the I Ching spread and developed

throughout the widely-dispersed, intemational communities of
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the West's 'counter-culture', at first mainly by word of mouth,
but increasingly in print - in 'alternative' newspapers and maga-
zines - where the I Ching was discussed and advocated as a

meaningful and worthwhile activity. It was regarded as a valu-

able practice for those intent on changing their lives by instilling
new orientations and values into their lives, those seeking some-
thing more positive and fulfilling than what was currently on

offer in the Western world. The I Ching also became of interest

for many in the wider community, those who were on the alert
for whatever was culturally new and intriguing, or for whatever
might be, or might become, fashionable. Even in mainstream
newspapers and magazines I Ching was generally at the very

least treated respectfully as something worth investigation and

consideration.
Today, when many former hippies, counter-culturalists and al-

temative lifestylers have become mainstream businesswomen and

businessmen, with several of them running major international
companies and corporations (I am not, ofcourse, suggesting that

consulting the I Ching was their means of finding the royal road

to success, riches and fame!), the I Ching has broadened its ap-
peal and reputation from that of a narrow and defining cult text

to one that has become more widely known and available. Now,

though, the I Ching has also become associated with the philoso-

phies and activities, and sometimes downright 'fads', that go to-
gether to make up what is known as New Age lifestyles and
philosophies. This is not to denigrate the concerns and activities
of those interested in NewAge ways of thinking about the world

and of living in the world. But it would be fair to say that only a

minority of people could be described as advocates or adherents

of New Age culture. Perhaps because of this, many people who
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have heard, somehow, of the I Ching are still unaware of'what it

really is. To many it may still appear as somethingexotic and re-

-rr" *a ait"V ar" tt ereior" tempted or inclined to dismiss it as an

esoteric, frivolous orjust plain duft t""t or actfvity' unconnected

*i*f, ,fr" realities of ordin'ary living and daily life' This' though'

would be a mistake; these fallacious views are exactly the oppo-

site of what the I Ching is about'

Thisintroductorytextwillgosomewayperhapstoremedying
any misconceptioni about the nature and purpose ofl Ching' chal-

lenging and dissolving any preconceived ideas a^n{jalse and erro-

n"is ii"*, Uy providing an interesting and useful introduction to

what I Ching really is and what you can do with it'

The original translated versions of the I Ching were faithful

renditionJof the full I Ching and the same is true of most mod-

em editions. This, though, causes difficulties for the contempo-

,*y noui"" reader of the I Ching, who invariably has problems

foliowing and understanding the text' The language' even in a

good tra;slation' can seem frustratingly enigmatic and arcane'

with obscure passages of poetry and puzzling -metaphor' 
The

rhetoric or the style of th"iunguuge used can also cause prob-

lems, as can the many baffling references in the text' Some of

these difficulties arise from the original historic audience and

purpor" of tt 
" 

textual commentaries made by King Wen and oth-

ers. These writings are concerned with managing change as rul-

ersofancientChir iesekingdoms,andthelanguagetheyare
couched in and the referencls they use, such as to the political

situationoftheirtimes,reflectthis.Manyaspectsofthetext,
then, can only be understood with a knowledge of their histori-

cal context' The order ofthe various sections ofthe unabridged I

Ching can also Present Problems'
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Consequently it is usual, and more sensible, for novice readers

of the I Ching to begin with an introductory text that serves as a

bridge to the full I Ching, a preliminary step to future unaided

explorations ofthe original and unabridged text. An introductory
book such as the present one allows the novice to get more quickly

to the heart of the method and meaning of the I Ching.
The three chapters that follow will do the following: the first

will describe and discuss the methods for beginning the consul-
tation of the I Ching; this leads on to a consideration of the

trigrams in chapter two; and this in turn leads on to a description
and discussion of the hexagrams in chapter three, including a list

of the sixty-four hexagrams and their textual commentaries.
Each of the chapters will have more to say about the history

methods and philosophy of the I Ching from their own particular

angle and in more depth and breadth of reference than the intro-

duction. It is hoped that this will lead to an accumulating under-
standing and appreciation of what the I Ching is about as you read

through the book. This will also lead to some inevitable overlap

between the chapters. However, it is felt that this kind of reitera-
tion or reinforcing of certain facts and concepts has a positive value
which outweighs the fact of their repetition.

One last point - if you do find any of the discussions of the
philosophy and method of the I Ching heavy-going, then skip
them and carry on with the basic consultation of the hexagrams.
The discussions of method and philosophy are important and
relevant, but you can always come back to these sections later

and read and ponder them at your leisure.
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The first thing that has to be done is to decide what you want to

consult the I Ching about' Remember' it should not be a trivial or

frivolous matter, but concern something of real importance for

iit" 
"."t* "tvour 

life. Having chosen a subject for the consulta:

at.", t." th"n huv" to frame this correctly as a specific question

mat'tire f Ctrlng will be able to answer' This is crucial' It is fruit-

less and pointless to approach the I Ching with questions seek-

ing a yes/no answer or an answer that will absolve you or re-

mlve tt e onus from you of involvement in making your own

Jecisions. Also, avoid vague or generalised questions along the

iin", of, 'What should I Jo about my job/relationship/life?' In-

,t"uO, 
"o*pose 

specific questions like: 'What will happen if I

ieave'ttrisioUt'; or, 'How will marriage affect ourrelationship?';

or, 'Whaiwill be the outcome if I decide to live abroad?'' You

should formulate your question so that it will have a specific

answer rather than u,.u*b", of possibilities. Take your time, if

necessary, over the wording of your question' Write it down if it

helps to make the Process easier'

ftuuing formutated your question to your satisfaction you are

now ready to begin the consultation' There are two main ways of

doing this: the more traditional but time-consuming method us-

G {nt yalrow sticks, which takes between half an hour and an

tro"*; oi itt" qoicker and easier way using three coins' which takes

only a few minutes or so'

The comparative ease andrelative quickness of the coin method
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makes it the method preferred by most people nowadays. This
will be described first, and then a description of the yarrow sticks
method will follow.

Coin method
The coins you use can be Chinese coins if you like, but it is not
necessary. Any three coins will do. For the purposes of the throw,
the 'heads' side ofthe coin is the yang side, and the 'tails' side of
the coin is the yin side. You take the three coins and shake them
in your hand, then throw them onto a flat surface whenever you
feel like doing so. You then note and record which side of the
coins are uppermost. There are four possible combinations in
which the coins can land:

l. heads
2. tails
3. heads
4. tails

heads heads
tails tails
tails tails
heads heads

Each of these possible combinations is assigned a yin or yang
line-value. Remember, yin is represented by a broken line and
yang by a solid line. At this point, reference must be made to
what are known as 'moving lines', and also to 'old' and 'young'

lines. But it would complicate matters too much at this initial
stage in learning the method of consulting the I Ching to take
into account 'moving lines'etc. They will, though, be discussed
later. For the time being we will'follow the procedure of drawing
two hexagrams for each consultation: the first will present an
answer to a question as it applies to the circumstances of the
present; the second will offer advice concerning future condi-
tions.

I
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Thelinevalueswhichareassignedtoeachofthefourpossi-
Uf" i"uA, and tails combinations depend on whether it is the

hexagram of the present or the hexagram of the future' The

i"fiti"itg table gives the line values for the present and future

hexagrams.

Coin Combination Present Hexagram Future Hexagram

1. heads heads heads solid line (yang) broken line (yin)

2 . t a i l s t a i l s t a i l s b r o k e n l i n e ( y i n ) s o l i d l i n e ( y a n g )
3. heads tails tails solid line (yang) solid line (yang)

4 . t a i l sheadsheadsb roken l i ne (y in )b roken l i ne (y in )

In order to construct your two hexagrams - the first for the

p.Lti, ,tt" second for the future - you must throw the coins six

times and record the result of each throw as yin or yang line

values for the present hexagram and for the -future 
hexagram'

The following example shows whatthis rnightlooklike' depend-

ing on the outcome of Your throws'

Coin Combination Present Hexagram Future Hexagram

l. ta i lsheadsheadsyin(bot toml ine)y in(bot toml ine)
2.headsta i ls ta i lsyarrg(secondl ine)yang(secondl ine)
:. iails heads heads yin (third line) yin (third line)

+. tt"uO* heads heads yang (fourth line) yin (fourth line)

5. heads tails tails yang 1nrur me; yang (fifth line)

6. heads tails tails yang (top line) yang (top line)

You begin building each six-line hexagram from the bottom

firr" ,rp, biginning *itf' th" line values for your first throw' the

,""oni tirrJ will be from the line values of your second throw

and so on as shown in the taLrle above' The following two hexa-

n.orn, u." built from the results of the throws recorded above'
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Future Hexagram

Generating hexagrams in this way is relatively quick and un-

complicated. It is the preferred method if you are interested in
getting the hexagrams built as quickly aq possible so that you can

look up the judgements and interpretations and relate these to the

question you have posed. There are other reasons' though, why

some prefet using the casting of yarrow sticks to build the hexa-

grams. The description of the yarrow stick procedure which fol-

lows also includes an analysis of its appeal to those who use it.

Yarrow Stick Method
The yarrow sticks method uses a bundle of fifty sticks of the

same length. Stalks from the yarrow plant (Achillea millefolium)

were used because, according to legend, the yarrow plant grew

on the grave of Confucius. Traditionally, though, the sticks used

were of bamboo or any suitable wood.
The correct traditional method of beginning to consult the I

Ching using yalrow sticks is to face south and place the text of

the I Ching in front of you, with the yaffow sticks and a burning

incense-candle by your right side. Take the yulrrow sticks in your

right hand and, keeping them horizontal, pass them through the

smoke of the birming incense in a circular, clockwise movement.

This is held to help with the formulation of the question. Place

the sticks down and remove one stick from the bundle with your

right hand and put it aside. This stick will not be used in the
procedure, the remaining forty-nine sticks only being used.
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You divide them randomly into two piles and place them right

urrJ t"f,. Take a stick fromihe righrhand pile and place it be-

tween the little finger and the ring finger of the.left hand' Then

the teft-t ana pile is placeD in your left hand-' and with your right

ilanJ you take from it bundles of four sticks at a time and lay

ttt".r, uria". You will end with a final group offour sticks or less'

These should now be placed between the ring hnger and the mid-

it" nrrg", ofthe left hand. You then count fhrough the right-hand

pif" in"g..tpt of four, laying them aside' and-place the final group

of four or less betwe"n tn! -idat" and index finger of the left

hand. You will now have a total of either five or nine sticks held

in rfr" n"g"tt of your left hand' (The various possible combina-

, i * r*" , - t *a+4,or1+3+1,or l+2+2'or1+1+3' I tcanbeseen'
it 

"r"r.*, 
that the number 5 is more likely to be obtained than

the number 9)' Lay these sticks to one side for the time being'

Put all the remaining sticks back together in one pile and then

divide randomly again into two piles' Then repeat the above proc-

ess, Ueginning uguin Uy taking a stick from the right-hand pile

and pliing iibetween the ring finger and th9 ti-ttle finger of the

t"ft ituna. ivh"n you have finished' lay aside the pile of sticks

you have placed in your left hand - you will have either four or

ligh, t,i"kt in totai.(the possible combinations this time are:

\lq*Z,or 1+3+4, or 1+1+2, or 1+2+1' It can be seen that there is

" 
fitty-nfry chance of producing totals of either four or eight)'

Th;" begin the whole process for a third time with the sticks

that are remaining. The number of sticks in your left hand when

you finish will again be either four or eight'

You will now have three small piles of sticks' Count the number

of sticks in each pile' A pile of four or five sticks is assigned a

value of 3. A pile of eighi or nine sticks is assigned a value of 2'
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You then total the. combined values of your three piles' You will

finish with one of four possible numbers, from four possible com-

binations, in the following way:

Values Total Value

2+2+2= 6
3+3+2= 8
2+2+3= 7

The possible total values correspond to either yin or yang lines

in the Present and Future hexagrams in the following way

TotalValues PresentHexagrarn Futurellexagram

9 yang line
6 yin line
8 yin line
7 yang line

yin line
yang line
yin line
yang line

So, at this stage in your casting ofthe yartow sticks you have

derived a single number value from your counting of the num-

bers of sticks and this has been translated into yin or yang line

values for the bottom line ofyour present and future hexagrams.

To get the remaining five lines for each of your hexagrams you

now have to repeat the whole procedure five times-

Certain questions are provoked by the yarrow stalks proce-

dure of consulting the I Ching. The first obvious one is: 'If only

forty-nine sticks are going to be used, then why begin with fifty?'

A valid question. It would, indeed, seem illogical and absurd not

to begin with forty-nine sticks in the first place, if that is the

number of sticks which are going to be used. Logic has nothing

to do with this initial procedure or with the whole procedure of I

Ching, whose stress on the value and meaning of chance occur-

rence is a challenge to the intellectual and cultural system which



affirms the all-explanatory value of logic and rational common-

r"tt". f Cftitg proceeds detiUerately by the illogical' In the realms

of the non-lolical, the symbolic and the metaphorical other kinds

.i *"utiog, t:rft". kinds of perception of reality are possible which

are not open to the exclusively logical and rauonal'-.ii" 
ti-pf" removal of one stick from the fifty is held to gen-

".ut" 
*y-Uotic significance and meaning' as well as mystical

powe.. fir*tfy, the forty-nine sticks left have a mystical signifi-

i*"" *a po*"., u, forty-nine is the number seven squared and

r*"n, i" tt*V traditional and ancient systems of belief and oracu-

lar divination, is regarded as a highly significant number in terms

"f 
io *Vui"ui pow-er. (The mystical significance of numbers will

not be iealt with especially in this text' There are' though' many
';;;;" 

*b3""iof nu*"'ology if you are interested in find-

ing out *ot"'l S'econdly, there is a symbolic aspect to beginning

*ilfr nfry and then taking one away, that emulates the comple-

."nt*V'pof-itl"s of yin and yang, tle e.ner.eies or principles

rfti"h!et*"," all meaning, all things' Beginning with the whole

unJ tit"]n *uf.ing it less than whole' creates a difference' a change

i"tw""r, wt at Jas whole and what is now not whole' Difference

is the moment of the birth of perception' hence of possibility and

,h" fo,ur" of creation. All change is the outcome of difference'

deriving from that essential diffeience between yin and yang, and

"f*g""it 
the source of all meaning' atl life' Thus removing the

,ri"t"i, a highly auspicious thing to do' symbolically emulating

the all-generating' mutually influencing opposition of yin andyang'

fne iarrow sticks method is a more time-consuming and com-

pil;t"d method of beginning the consultation blt it has its at-

tractions and its adherents. The routine of repeated actions cre-

ates a ceremonial sense which some find appealing. There is also
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the satisfaction some derive from the feeling of following in a
long and hallowed tradition when using the jranow sticks. And
some prefer the yarrow sticks method for the opportunity it al_
lows for meditation and reflection during the p"Coa it takes to
build the hexagrams. To many, though, iiis simpty the sense of
syrnbolic and mystical power that the yarrow stick method sen_
erates that makes it the preferred method.

There are other traditional methods of consulting the I Ching
w^hich have been used by the Chinese; for example, using grains
of rice or using marked 'wands'. The latter has some similarities
with the yarrow stick method as the wands are sticks of the same
length, but only six are used and they are painted black with a
white bar across one side. (If you think of stage magicians, wands
then you have made an interesting 

"onn""iion 
with something

similar; the magician's wand, thougtr, is a black rod with a lon;
white tip.) The bundle of wands is thrown onto the ground. Then,
beginning with the nearest, they are picked up in turn. If the white
bar is uppermost then that signifies a yin line otherwise they sig_
nify a yang line. And the orderin which they are picked up i, G
order of the lines in the hexagram, beginning u, ul*uy, with the
bottom line. One disadvantage with this *ithoa is that it does
not incorporate a means of providing lines for two hexagrams _
for the present and the future.

Whichever of the two main methods described you decide to
use, the outcome will be that you have drawn two sixJine hexa_
grams, building them up from the bottom line. This way of con_
stmcting the hexagrams probably derives from the Chinese sys_
tem of writing characters, but it is likely it is also intended to
symbolise or emulate the direction of most natural growth: from
fu earth to the sun.

28
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Some practice in the method of drawing a hexagram would be

appropriate at this point before we move on' Initially' we will

*i tt 
" "oin 

*ethod, and concentrate on drawing a present hexa-

gram only. We will assume that you have thrown the coins and

have obtained the following results:

first throw - two heads and one tail

second throw - two heads and one tail

third throw - one heads and two tails

fourth throw - three tails

fifth throw - two heads and one tail

sixth throw - three heads.

Now we will look at the hexagram these values translate into'

starting from the bottom line, which is your first throw' and work-

ing our way uP, as follows:
The sixth throw gives a solid yang line'

The fifth throw gives a broken yin line'

The fourth throw gives a broken yin line'

The third throw gives a solid yang line'

The second gives you broken yin line'
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methods already outlined above and come back to this section of
the text later. The choice is yours).

Moving Lines Method
The aspect.of the hexagram lines we will be looking at here is
whether they are what is known as .moving lines' . For individual
line s this means they are referred to in one of four possible ways:'old yang' and 'old yin'; or .young yang'and .young yin'. The
moving lines are the lines that are not fixe{. So, young yin and
young yang are the lines in their unchanging form, confirmed in
their polar positions of yin and yang, respectively. But old yin
and old yang are in the process of changing into their polar, op_
posite. When the yin or yang power attains its zenith, it becomes'old'. At which point it changes to its polar opposite.

An old yin line in a hexagram is shown as a broken line with
an 'x' in the centre, as follows: -X-

And an old yang line is drawn as an unbroken line with a small
circle in the centre, as follows: -..€-

So an old yin line is in the process of moving from yin to yang
and will become a yang line; and similarly, an old yang line is in
the process of moving from yang to yin and will'become a yin
line.

Earlier, in the descriptions of the coin and yarrow stick meth_
ods, we looked at how to translate the throws of the coins or
Jrurow sticks. into yin or yang values in order to draw the lines of
fu hexagram. The translation nethod used was different in the
lrurow sticks method as it assigned numeric values to heads and
lils. This is also the method used if one wishes to build hexa_
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Hexagram 52

Ken-The mountdin

- -

The first throw gives you a broken yin line'

The methods described so far will enable you to begin imme-

diately consulting the individual hexagrams in the hexagram sys-

tem, ieading the commentaries and pondering the meanings in

,eluiion to ihe questions you pose' However' it is now time to

bring in the significance of what was referred to in passing ear-

ner I .moving lines'. Their role in creating a ,future'hexagram

as well as one for the present has to be explored and explained'

(You may wish to read and digest this information before you

iittt UuitO a hexagram - in which case you will use the method

that relates to this - or you may prefer to begin with one of the
s which explicitly incorporate moving lines; and it can be
with coins as well as yarrow sticks.
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When using the three coins, one throws them as before and

notes how *rely tatt in ttreir particular combinations of heads and

taits, wittr the heads side siilt being the yang side' and the tails

sidestitlbeingtheyinside'Thistimethough'theyang(heads)
side is assigned the numeric value of 3; and the yin (tails) side is

urrign"a G numuri" value of 2' You count the value of each

"oirr-on 
this numeric basis, and then you add these values to-

gether. Thus each throw of the three coins will yield one of four

iossible values: six, seven, eight or nine' The hexagmm lines for

each value are drawn as below:
4 s

: ' u

The top line is old yang and has a value of 9'

The broken line below is young yin and has a value of 8'

The solid line in second position is young yang and has a value

of1.
The bottorn line is old yin and has a value of 6'

It is possible when you cast your coins' or yttrrow sticks' to

have no moving lines, because you have values of 8 or 7 for

"u".y 
tfrro* -d-so you have a hexagram composed only of young

yin and yourrg yung lines' If so you would only. draw one hexa-

gram as this o"" t"f".t to a situation that is static or ending'
" 

It is more than likely, though, that when you cast the coins

you will indeed get a moving line, which is a 6,ot 9' 6 is old yin

and the 9 is old yang. In this case you would draw the hexa-

-snamincorporating the moving lines' You would.then draw a sec-

r"O t"*g"t, the same as the frst except for the moving lines'

ohich are changed into their 'young' opposites' i'e': old yang be-
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comes a broken yin line, and old yin becomes.a solid yang line.

Six throws of the coins have obtained the following hexagrams:
first throw - fwo 3s ard a 2= line value of 8
second throw - three 2s = line value of 6 (moving line)
third throw - three 3s = line value of 9 (moving line)
fourth throw - two 2s and a 3 = line value of 7
fifth throw - two 3s and a2 = line value of 8
sixth throw - two 2s and a 3 = line value of 7

First hexagram, incorporating moving lines - the second line
is old yin (6), and the third line (9) is old yang:

=

Second hexagram, incorporating moving lines changed into'opposite' values - the second line is young yang and the third
line is young yin:

(As you will see later, the moving lines hexagram is known as
fte Ting hexagram; whereas the second hexagram is known as
the Wei Chi hexagram).

You then have to read both hexagrams, by looking them up in
t[ehexagram system. You will also have to read the meanings of
lbemoving lines, but for the frst hexagram only. you only need
b take the line readings into account when you have moving
hes in a hexagram. You will look at the reading for the line
mber where you have a moving line. The moving lines high-
ftht areas of change and aspects of significant note. The mov-
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ing lines indicate that the whole situation is unbalanced' being

either too positive or too negative, and so is open to change' The

second hexagram r"pr","nl' the change that will occur in the

future.-n"g*aing 
the second or 'future' hexagram' it is appropriate

h"r" io take note of what James Legge said on thjs matter in the

int oduction to his translation of the I Ching: "The object of the

divination . . . was not to discover future events absolutely' as if

,tt"V 
""tfa 

be known beforehand, but to ascertain whether cer-

iJn ,"t 
"*"r, 

and conditions of events contemplated by the con-

sulter, would turn out luckily or unluckily'"

The intention of the I Ching was never to give authoritative

pr"ai",ion, about what was going to occur,in the future' but to

indicate whether plans and actions initiated in the present were

iit"ty ,o ** *t f:avourably' This is more in-the nature of what is

called a prognosis, meaning a plausible and valid assessment of

ttre proUaUitlty of a present situation having one future outcome

as opposed to another'
Sltratever method you use to generate hexagrams it is impor-

tant to realise and remember thaieach hexagram is composed of

* oppo *a towertrigram' The trigrams were the origin of the I

Cui"g *a each of the eight possible trigrams.has a name and

*.i"oory assigned to ii Also, each possible individual line in

a trigram has a name and associated commentary' In the next

secion we will take a closer look at the trigrams and their mean-

ings before moving on to consideration of the hexagrams them-

;ehs-

The Trigrams
The origins of the trigrams were single yin and yang lines which
were used as oracles, In ancient times, oracles were a common
feature of all cultures. (For example, in ancient Greece, there
was famously the oracle of Apollo at Delphi). The oldest ora_
cles committed themselves to simple y", or no answers to the
questions they were posed. This type of oracular declaration
was the origin ofthe lines ofthe trigram (and hence ofthe hexa_
grams and the I Ching).'Yes' was indicated by an unbroken
(yang) l lns;  -  ;  and 'no '  was a broken (y in)
lils; - - . At some point though, it was felt necessary to
have a greaterdegree ofdifferentiation, and so the single lines
were combined in pairs, which resulted in four possibilities:

Later, a third line was added to these four combinations, thus
producing the system of eight trigrams. (A list of the eight trigrams
follows below). These trigrams were thought of as symbols or
images that comprised everything that happens in heaven and
earth. They were also regarded as being in a state ofcontinual
transition, one trigram changing into another. This embodies the
continual transitions of one thing or state to another that are al_
ways happening in the real world.

This is the fundamental basis of the I Ching. The eight trigrams
te symbols that represent transitional states. They are images

35
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Major yang trigrams: Heaven and,Marsh
Minor yin trigrams: Thunder and Fire
Major yin trigrams: Earth and Mountain
Minor yang trigrams: Water and Wind.

Each of the trigrams has a main attribute. For example: Heaven
is the Creative, which is strong (yang); and Earth is the Recep_
tive, which is yielding (yin). Each trigram also has different mean_
ings and associations corresponding to different classes of phe_
nomena in the natural, animal and human worlds. For example,
there are different trigrams for the different functions associated
with the family roles of mother, father, three sons and three daugh_
ters. To clarify this by example: the sons represent the different
stages of the principle of movement: start of movement; danger
in movement; and culmination of movement, rest. The daugh_
ters signify the different stages of devotedness: gently penetraf
ing or spreading; clarity and adaptability; and tranquiljoy.

The table on the following page lists the eight trigrams, with
their names and all the main attributes and key associations for
each lrigram:

Ch'ien signifies supreme creative inspiration. Its three unbro_
ken lines represent strength, vitality and good fortune. It also
signifies completeness, coldness, power and forcefulness.

K'un is the opposite of Ch'ien. It is feminine and passive. It
rc{es t9 yielding and nurturing, kindness, devotion and loyalfy.

Chen is to do with movement and speed. It relates ro expan_
rbn and growth, impulsiveness and experimenting.

that are always in the process of changing into another image' So

i; ,"t*t of htw they relate to phenomena in the real world' the

focus is not on things as they are, on'their fixed naturel the con-

centration is not on an analysis of what the constituent pafts are

"i 
*V ptt*o*"non, what causes and effects brought it into ex-

irt"n"", this being the typical emphasis and concern of Western

*uyr .f *fti"titg. tn tt 
" 

trigrams and-the I Ching the attention is

instead on the mou"*"nt oi *tings in change' So the eight tigrams

;;;;;t"p*t"nt things in themselves' but the tendencies of these

things in movement.-. 
gi"tt of the trigrams is assigned a specifrc name which corre-

sponds to different p'o""'*"t io the natural world' such as fre'

.iinA, ,n*ao etc. Alist of the eight possible trigrams' generated

from all the possible combination of yin and yang lines' are given

fetow, with their Chinese names in bold and their English trans-

lations in brackets.
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Ch'ien
(Heaven/

skY)

Ken
(Mountain)

K'un
(Earth)

Sun
(Wind)

Chen
(Thunder)

Tui
(Marsh/
Lake)

K:an
(Water)

Li
(Fire)

Tbese are further classified into what are known as major and

mm* 
"iS"-" 

accolding to their combination of strong yang
'--* 

*A--.t^iaai"g yin tlnes. fteir English names are as follows:

K'an signifies danger. It relates to depth ofthought and con_

Ken represents completeness and stillness. It has to do with
thoroughness and inevitability.



" 
CO* K'an Ken Sun Li Tbi

Signfres heaven earlh lhunder wabr mountain wind lire marsn

Attribute crcalivel receptiveJ arousing/ abysd unmoving/ gentle/ sep-arate/ happy/

""'*-' 
;;"s vieroins mouini Janset restins 

X:H; 
t'"*'"n iovtul

Animal hoGe cow dtagon pig dog €t bird sheep

Season early early spnng winter eafY 
--early^- 

summer aurumn

winter adumn spring summer

Polarity yang yin yang yang yang yin yin yin

Element meial soil grass wood stone air lire tlesh

Direction nofih south east north nonh *t'tl south west

w€sl we$ east easl

Fanity lalher mother fiEt middle third . 
fi'"t. scond lhild

member *i 
";; 

sn daughter daughtel daughter

Colour Purple btack orange reo

BodY head solar f@t 6ar

green while Yellow blue

hand lhighs eye mouth
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nuclear trigram, made up of the third, fourth and fifth lines. Both
primary trigrams and nuclear trigrams are indicated in the hexa_
glambelow.

Upper primary trigram: Sun {lines 4,5,6i
Upper nuclear trigram: Ken {lines 3,4,5}
Lower nuclear trigram: Chen {lines 2,3,4}
Lower primary trigram: Tui {lines 1, 2,3}

Sun relates to fauna and growth, flexibility and Separateness.

lii"pr"r"*s clarity, bealty and enlightenment' It also relates

to clinging and resolution'
fui iigimes delight and joy, sensual pleasure and magical

achievement, growth and success'

These then are the primary trigrams which in combination make

up the sixty-four heiagrarhs of the I Ching' As well as the upper

uia ro*oi.i-*y trigrams of a hexagram' the original authors

also tmt into consideration what is called a hexagram's nuclear

rrrgro*.. me e consist of the lower nuclear trigram' made up of

d second- third and fourth lines of the hexagram; and the upper

-
r -

Kenl r -
\ f - ! r

T u i l -
( -

Tdentifying, analysing and discussing a hexagram,s primary
and nuclear trigrams, as well as their individual iines if they are
moving lines, is the key activity of the I Ching. It is important to
keep in mind that the I Ching,s system of sixty_four hexagrams
is entirely composed of the core system of primary trigrams in
all their possible combinations. And it is the combined associa_
tions of the two primary trigrams that makes up the particular
properties of a hexagram. The table that follows provides a key
to all the possible hexagrams, with the upper and lower primary
trigrams that make up each hexagram.

-The next chapter provides an analysis and commentaqr for each
d the sixty-four hexagrams, as well as further, elucidatine dis_
qssion on the origins and philosophy of the hexagrams. ivhen
yur have drawn a hexagram you can locate it in the table bv

Ir,^,.

trnding its upper and lower trigrams and hence the number of t#
tm. You then use this number to find the hexagram in the
ofhexagrams in the next chapter.
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Key to the Hexagrams

The Hexagrams
This chapter deals with the sixty-four hexagrams of the I Ching.
They are listed in numerical order, and an extensive textual com_
mentary and interpretation accompanies each drawn hexagram.
The significance of the hexagrams lies in their representative or
symbolic nature. Each of the hexagrams symbolises a transitional
state in human life, and the hexagram system as a whole is the
symbolic representation of a series of situations in human life.
The hexagrams consist of six lines, and all the sixty_four possi_
ble hexagrams are derived from the core system of eight three_
line trigrams, which themselves are derived from combinations
of the basic solid yang line and broken yin ling. Within the hexa_
gram it is the 'movements' 

of these individual yang and yin lines
(ie., the 'moving lines' that were discussed earlier) that change
me hexagram into another, thus signifying the change of one
rituation into anotler. Of course, as we have seen above, when a
hxagram has no moving lines it means that, for the time being,
lere is no movement within the situation that it represents: it is

in the process of changing into another situation, and thus
r hexagram. In this case, when reading the textual com_
ies, only the meaning of the hexagram as a whole has to

considered, and not the individual lines.
F-^h hexagram has a Chinese name, with an English transla_
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tion. The analysis and discussion of each hexagram covers three

mainareas:theJudgement(theTuanofKingWen);thelmage
and Line Readings 1th" Htiung Chuan of King Wen's son' the

Duke of Chou); and the Interpretation (based on theT'uan Chuan'

orTen Wings, which is mainly attributed to Confucius and his

followers).
th" ludg"-"nt identifies the overall theme and the meaning

of the hexJgram, including its auspicious or inalspicious nature'

The Image concentrates on discussion of the hexagram's sym-

bolic coritent and analysis of individual lines' (Keep in mind that

the only individual lines that are of importance are the moving

lines; these are the lines that you will go to the line analysis for'

Theother,non-moving,linesinahexagramhaveapurelyfunc-
tional role in constructing the hexagram)' The Interpretation is

based on the explanatory=comments on the Judgement and the

Image, called the T'u* bhuutt; but it is used here give an inter-

pt"ti i"" account of the Judgement and also the structure of the

hexagram.
At*the head, though, of each section of discussion on a hexa-

grurn, you *iti nna tft" 'CommentarJ' ' This is a paragraph which

i-s intenaed to collate or bring together in a convenient and read-

iiy unO"rrtooO form the import and meaning of the hexagram' It

incorporates elements from all the other discussions and inter-

pretations of the hexagram'' 
Th" ,""tion which follows below carries on from earlier dis-

cussionsonthehistoricaldevelopmentofthemethodandphi-
fo*pfty of tft" I Ching. The ideas and information presented here-

are intended to deepen your understanding and appreciation of

the I Ching. But, as has been said before' it is not necessary to

know this material in order to consult the I Ching' Accordingly'
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if you would prefer at this point to move straight on to consid_
eration of the actual hexagrams then you can skip the following
section, which you can come back to any point. However, before
immersing yourself in the hexagrams and their texts it would be
useful and relevant to read the section immediately prior to the
hexagram system, which can be found under the heading of, Fi_
nal Points on the Text.

Development of the I Ching
The I Ching, as has been stated before, is not like an oracle that
attempts to give yes or no answers, with their inevitable .hit or
miss' nature, to questions about the future. Still less is the I Ching
involved in making specific predictions about the future, as in
the business of clairvoyant prediction, with its _ claimed _ spec_
tacular successes or, more probably, its ignominious failures.
There is also an aspect of the game or the entertainment in this
kind of prediction, involving the element of suspense as one waits
to see whether the prediction is to be applauded or ridiculed in
the light of actual events.

The fortune-teller or soothsayer, whether it be a person or an
impersonal system which is consulted, sets out to make specific
pedictions about your future which are presented as your sup_
pcedly inevitable fate. you are the passive recipient of this fate;
rc action by you is involved in the appearance of this fated event
cset of circumstances. So, for example, if you are informed that
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pleasing sum of money is coming your way, or a welcome
;er will cross your path, then all you are expected to do is
for the prediction to come true - or not. The prediction

no action of yours to bring it about. It is supposed to
independentty of you as your destined .fate.l Nothine

i-
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you do or do not do will have any effect whatsoever on this kind

of prediction or ofate'' This kind of soothsaying' then' has no

moral aspect, in that it does not provide for an individual taking

anactionoractionsthatwil lhaveaneffectontheirgoodorbad
fortune in the future. The good or bad aspects of your fortune

signify nothing more than the good luck or bad luck doled out to

you by the inscrutable workings of fate'
' 

fne f Ching, on the other hand, is not a soothsaying oracle' It

is not a fortune-teller. It does not present you with 'facts' about

your future, that are supposed to be your inevitable fate for good

or ill. It is not a game, either, nor an entertainment' The I Ching

is a serious and responsible means for putting the individual who

consults it in the position of having to consider what courses of

action to take in a situation. In other words' the I Ching is a text

and a procedure that has a moral significance'

When someone, having successfully divined an oracular pro-

nouncement of their good or bad fortune, then went on to ask in

addition the question, 'What can I do?', he was introducing a

moral element to the process of oracular consultation that had

not been there before. He was also challenging the notion ofun-

changeable and inevitable fate by implying that an individual's

action could have an outcome that would have an effect on his
'fate'. He was no longer content, therefore' to submit to the ab-

solute and impersonal power of fate - he wanted to have an in-

fluence on the way things tumed out' Fate was no longer some-

thing simply to be accepied for good or ill' The individual felt he

oouoiua tit" tight and the power to intervene in his own fate' and

he was *"ning for the means of doing that' seeking to find the

best way of influencing and shaping his fate' This could mean

either dting something to ensure that a predicted good fortune
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did in fact happen (perhaps in dissatisfied or frustrated response
to previous situations where the predicted good fortune had failed
to materialise); or, what was more likely, seeking to prevent or
avoid a predicted misfortune. In other words, the individual
wanted to intervene in order to consolidate his predicted fate or
to change it. But would the oracle be able to help the individual
by answering this new question regarding what he should do?

Before that question was fully satisfied, however, another as_
pect of the situation intruded to complicate matters. There was a
double edge to this new sword that the individual had taken to
the binding cords of the web of fate. The individual wanted to
intervene in his own fate. But the appropriationof this right, also
became an unavoidable obligation. The inescapable hand offate
was replaced by the inescapable obligation ofhaving to act - in
some way or another. In any situation it was no longer a choice
of deciding whether one should or needed to do something. Some_
thing, now, had to be done. Taking responsibility for some course
of action in every situation was now unavoidable. you could not
pick and choose among situations to decide which ones you would
be responsible for and which you would simply allocate to fate.
Once you had admitted the proposition that you could have an
influence on your fate, then that applied to any and all situations
in which you found yourself. So now, faced with a bewildering
ad burdensome plethora of choices to make and actions to take
ia many situations, the individual needed some form of help.

The I Ching was able to provide that help. Not only did it
dertake to answer the original question of, .What can I do?,. it
derred to answer it with a comprehensive and systematic tex_
bl commentary that would be adequate for all possible courses

rction, and thus would help to relieve the burden of individual
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self and direction just to try and remain in harmony with others.
Line 3: One is seeking for union with such people as one ought
not to be associated with.

You are involved with a group that is wrong for you and must
withdraw. Otherwise you will be unable to freely form other
friendships in the future. Maintain some friendly contact with
the group after you leave it if it makes the process easier.
Line 4: One seeks for union with the one beyond oneself. With

firm correctness there will be goodfortune.
You can freely reveal and express your thoughts and feelings,

remembering to remain true to yourself and in touch with your
own direction and goals.
Line 5: Theking urges the pursuit of the gamz in three directions
only, and allows the escape of the animals before him. The peo-
ple of his towns do not prevent it. There will be goodfortune.

Only those who chose to be a part of your group, should be.
Coercing someone into to it, or to remain in it if they don't want
to. is wrong.
Line 6: One seeks union and attachment without having taken
the first step towards such an end. There will be misfortune.

Seize the day. Delay can be fatal. Decide what you want to do
and do it straight away.

Hexagram 9
Hsiao Ch'u - Taming power

Component Triqrams
Primary: Sun - Wind (upper), Ch'ien - Heaven (lower). Nu-
clear: Li - Fire (above), Tui - Marsh (below).
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KeWords
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Restraining power of the small, wind, heaven, patibnce, strength,
yielding.

Commentary
Tame any urge to force your way past obstacles in your.path.

Self-control and restraint can be more formidable and effective

than aggressive force. It is better at this time to cultivate your

inner strengths and outer qualities. By so doing you will dissolve

away or outlast your present obstacles. Be strong in yourself and

be gentle and kind to others. With faith and trust in yourself you

will be able to survive any temporary setbacks in good spirits. If

you try to take short-term advantage.of a siflation, or if you act

arrogantly with others, then you will bring trouble down upon
yourself.

Judgement
There will be progress and success. We see dense clouds, but no

rain coming from our borders in the west.
This hexagram concerns strength with gentleness. You will be

able to move some temporary obstacles from your path by being

congenial to others while remaining true to yourself and your aims'

lnterDretation

great power is being held undef restraint. The humble and yield-
ing element in the hexagram holds sway for the time being. You

may not be going forward at the moment but everything is auspi-

cious for success. This will be achieved by consolidating out-

ward strengths of reciprocal respect and amicable relations with

others while remaining steadfast to your inner self and goals.
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lmage
The wind moves in the sky. The wise man adorns the outward
manifestation of his virtue.

Use this fallow period in the advancement of your plans as an
opportunity to assess how you present yourselftoothers and how
you behave towards them, making any adjustments andimprove-
ments that you feel are necessary.

Line readings
Line 1: One retums and pursues one's own course. What mis-
take should one fall into? There will be goodfortune.

ff you are unable to achieve your goals just now then it is best
to walk away from the situation.
Line 2: One retums to the proper course. There will be good

fortune.
Consider following the example of others who have retreated

from"similar goals to yours.
Line 3: The supporting strap has been removedfrom the car-
riage. A husband and wife look on each other with averted
eyes.

Restrain your aggression and your forceful attempts to coerce
people into your way of thinking. Continuing to try and push
yourself forward against the obstacles that confront you will re-
sult in failure.
Line 4: One is sincere. The danger of bloodshed is thereby
averted, and the ground for apprehension dismissed. There will
be no mistake.

Follow the example of those prescient others who are aware
that circumstances are changing: act now without delay.
Line 5: One is sincere and draws others to unite around one.
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Rich in resources, one employs one's neighbours in the same

cause as oneself.
Your are well-matched with those you are in partnership with

and this augurs well for the future' You are fortunate in your

friendships.
Line 6: The rain has fallen, and it is time for the onward progress

to stop- One values the fullness of one's achievement and virtue'

But weakness that has achieved sach a result, if it plumes itself

uponit, willbe in aposition of peril andlike thefullmoon,which

rnust now wane. When the wise man attains his end, he remains

in quiet.
Be alert and wary when you are on the point of success. Take

nothing for granted and be careful that you aren't getting into

something that will feel like a trap.

Hexagram 10
Lu - Stepping

Component Trigrams
nimary: Ctrlen - Heaven (upper), Tui - Marsh (lower). Nuclear:

Sun - Wind (above). Li - Fire (below).

KeWords
Sky, murch, propriety, courtesy, pu{pose' degree, order, caution'

Commentary
OonttrotOtact, but move onward swiftly with confidence. This

hxagram is about harmony between the small and the great'

When you achieve good relationships with those above and be-

low you then you ensure that anything is within your grasp. Re-
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main correct in your dealings with others, showing due defer-
ence and generous forbearance where appropriate. Make sure
that you have the support of influential people in your undertak-
ings. This will be of more benefit in achieving your aims than
any impetuous initiatives of your own. Beware of incurring the
disfavour of someone in authority by behaving rashly.

Judgement
One treads on the tail of a tigeq which does not bite one. There
will be progress and success.

Despite difficulties, your proper conduct towards others and
your inner strength will take you onwards to success.

Interpretation
This hexagram has joy below sffength and indicates that there will
be a fortunate ending to a period ofdanger. This is achieved through
the observance of proper conduct in oneself and toward others. lrarn
to work harmoniously with others, despite disparities in status, and
achieve success together. Don't be aloof and rude to those to whom
you should be generously offering your attention and support.

Image
Heaven above, the waters of the marsh below. The wise man
discriminates between high and low, and gives settlement to the
aims of the people.

Though some people are at higher levels in the hierarchy of
power and influence they do not discriminate againbt those be-
low them. There is mutual respect.

Line readings
Line 1: One treads oneb accustomedpath. If one goesforward,
there will be no eton
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You have the choice of accepting or rejecting favourable op-

portunities for your progress which will be offered to you.

Line 2: One treads the path that is light and easy in quiet and

solitude. If one is firm and correct, there will be goodfortune.

Your way is clear and untroubled, so don't be tempted to

stray off your path into conflicts with others who are having

troubles.
Line 3: A one-eyed man thinks he can see- A lame man thinks

he can walkwell. One treads on the tail of a tiger and is bitten-

All this indicates ill fortune. There is a mere braggart and fool
acting the part ofa great rulen

Don't be presumptuous or complacent about your situation,

keep a sharp look-out. Otherwise you will fail.

Line 4: One treads on the tail of a tiger. One becomes full of

apprehensive caution. In the end there will be goodfortune.

Although things may be difficult there is cause for hope and

optimism. Remain cautious but determined and you will over-

come the problems that You face.
Line 5: One has a resolute tread. But though one is firm and

correct, there will be Peril.
You should continue in your path with determination but

anticipate and be prepared for furtJrer difficulties along the

way.
Tine 6: One should look at the whole course one has trodden,

and examine what the evidence tells. If it be complete and with'

out failure, there will be great good fortune.
From your position of achievement it is now time to assess

what you have done and compare it with what you set out to

do. This is important as others will judge you by end results

md how you achieved them, not by initial motives.
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Line 4: How abrupt it is, as withfire, with death, to be reiected

by all!
Don't waste your energies on shoft-lived ventures.

Line 5: One flows with torrents of tears, and groans in sorrow.

There will be goodfortune.
Don't succumb to downheartedness. Keep looking clearly to-

wards your goal and remain humble and persevering' Be heart-

ened by the concern of others and spare some of your thoughts

and concern for them.
Line 6: The king employs one in his punitive expeditions. Achiev-

ing admirable mcrit, one breaks only the chiefs of the rebels.

Where his prisoners were not their associates, he does not pun-

ish. There will be no error
Although you still have faults despite your laudable attempts

to remove all faults, it is praisewonhy that you own to them,

though they are not great. Retain your strength and generosity,

particularly to those you are competing with.
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In the situation in which you find yourself, being sensitive and
bringing to bear a proper influence which will result in a worthy
end will successfully resolve the situation. Your influence should
not be purposive or self-seeking, but selfless, passive and be-
nign. Nevertheless, this position will lead to reward and mutual
benefit for you and others. You must cultivate keeping an open
mind and a responsiveness which will immediately instigate the
right and appropriate action for any circumstance.

Judgement
There will be free course and success. It will be advantageous to
be firm and correct. In marrying a young lady, there will be good
fortune.

Responsiveness and influence are reciprocated by another. Be
sensitive to the needs of the other and remain inwardly calm even
when you are outwardly excited and happy.

lnterpretation
on a mountain there is affind
the mountain obtains rain from the clouds for the lake. The hexa-
gram is about reciprocal relationships and self-less mutual influ-
ence. The primary trigrams also signify young women and men
in courtship, with their selfless concern for each other and their
harmonious relations.

Image
A lake on top of a mountain. The wise man keeps his mind free
&om preoccupation, and open to receive the influences of others.

The wise man knows that he still has everything to leam, and
is always open to new ideas and fresh perspectives. You should

Hexagram 31
Hsein - Courtship

Component Trigrams
Primary: Tui -Marsh (upper), Ken -TheMountain (lower). Nu-

clear: Ch'ien - Heaven (above), Sun - The Wind Qower).

Keywords
Lake, mountain, reciprocity, objectivity, emptiness, correct mu-

tual assistance.
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remember that you still have much to learn from others and should
humbly strive to emulate the example of the wise man.

Line readings
Line 1: One moves only one's great toes.

You need to consider the changes you must make to yourself
in order to proceed in your direction, from minor changes to more
radical. For the time being others will be unaware of your inten-
tion to change.
Line 2: One moves the calves of one's legs. There will be rnisfot-
tune. If one abides quiet in one's place, there will be goodfor-
tune.

This is not the time for making changes or for action: You
must wait otherwise you will fail.
Line 3: One moves one's thighs, and keeps close hold of those
whom one follows. Going forward in this way will cause regret.

Seeking to use your influence for selfish ends is wrong. You
must reeducate your thinking, and clarify your thoughts.
Line 4: Firm correctness will lead to goodfonune, and prevent
all occasion for repentance. If one be unsettled in one's move-
ments, only one's friends will follow one's purpose.

Keep a clear mind and course and follow the promptings of
your intuition and your conscience. Don't try to manipulate situ-
ations and others for your own advantage.
Line 5: One moves the flesh along the spine above the heart.
There will be fio occasionfor repentance.

You must be more flexible and less rigid in your approach and
ideas. You will gain approval and respect from others.
Line 6: One moves one's.iaws and tongue.

'All talk and no action': you must avoid gaining this unenvi-
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able reputation. It is better to let your correct and worthy actions
speak for you.

Hexagram 32
Heng - Persistence

Component Trigrams
Primary: Chen - Thunder (upper), Sun - Wind (lower). Nuclear:
Tui - Marsh (above), Ch'ien - Heaven (below).

KeWords
Thunder, wind, perseverance, persistence, comrnitment, endur-
ance, constancy.

Commentary
You should persevere on your chosen path, confident in its right-
ness. Maintain your responsibilities and everything will be fine.
You must be sure what your function is and act accordingly,
whether it is to be a faithful follower or a conscientious leader.
At the end of your chosen path is success and a new beginning.

Judgement
There will be successful progress and no error. Advantage will
come from being firm and correct. Movement in any direction
whatever will advantageous.

Change is a fact in our lives and we must be responsive to it
and change accordingly. But there should always remain at the
heart of all our changes an unchanging core of meaning.

lnterpretation
The images of thunder and wind convey the ideas of moving,
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involving and enduring. The primary trigrams signify eldest son
and eldpst daughter, and symbolise a long and harmonious mar-
riage. Using the wisdom gained from the lessons of the past to
live more successfully in the present is the message of the hexa-
gmm.

lmage
Thunder and wind. The wise man stands firm, and does not change
his method of operation.

Be flexible in the face of change but be steadfast in your com-
mitment to your direction.

Line readings
Line l: One is deeply desirous of long continuance. Even with

firrn correction there will be misfortune; there will be no advan-
tage in any way.

An impetuous act has altered your course and you have lost
touch with your past and a sense of direction towards your fu-
ture. Taking on too much too soon leads to failure.
Line 2: All occasionfor repentance disappears.

Learn to be guided by your intuition and know your limita-
tions.
Line 3: One does not continuously maintain one's virtue. There
are those who will impute this to one as a disgrace, However

firm one may be, there will be grounds for regreL
Your actions have led you into situations where you have felt

publicly embarrassed. You must learn to be more robust in such
situations and not let them get to you. Use any such occasion as
an opportunity to learn something valuable for yourself.
Line 4: Afield where there is no game.

You must be clearheaded and clearsiehted in order to deal with
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diffrculties: only then can you make valid and worthwhile decisions.
Line 5: One continuously maintains the indicated virtue. In a
wife this will be fortunate; in a husband, unfortunate.

In any union or partnership you should be flexible and be pre-
pared, if necessary, to depart from custom and convention as a
rcsponse to changing situations. But never adapt to the point of
losing touch with your true self.
Line 6: One excites oneself to long continuance. There will be
misfortune.

'More haste, less speed': hurry and constant activity are waste-
ful dnd harmful. Measured and thoughtful progress towards your
goal is more efficient and more likely to succeed.

Hexagram 33
Tun - Withdrawal

Component Trigrams
Primary: Ch'ien - Heaven (upper), Ken - The Mountain (lower).
Nuclear: Ch'ien - Heaven (above), Sun - Wind (below).

Keywords
Heaven, the mountain, poise, strategic retreat, persistence, en-
durance, unfavourable forces.

Commentary
Heaven moves upwards in response to increasing power; it is
time for strategic retreat. With threatening forces ranged against
you, your success in mitigating their harmful effects depends on
the timing and the direction of your withdrawal. You have to
proceed carefully, remaining modest and virtuous in the small
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steps you take; this will allow you to make the best out of the
situation. Be realistic and accept that you cannot defeat the forces
that you face; all you can do is find the best way of accommodat-
ing them, with the least harm to youtself. You are not forsaking
your path but seeking better ways of continuing on it. Avoid false
and dubious characters if you can, but keep them at a safe dis-
tance if you can't. Stay away from conflict with such disruptive
types. Maintain your own balance and strength and protect your-
self as needs be from their adverse influence.

Judgement
There will be successful progress. To a small extent it will still
be advantageous to be firm and correct.

Act economically and timeously. Fail to do this and you will
lose respect and authority and encounter further conflict.

lnterpretation
Heaven above, the mountain below. The hexagram signifies the
superior person moving away from the inferior. When faced with
overwhelming odds from a host of malicious adversaries, the
virtuous person makes a strategic withdrawal.

lmage
Heaven is above the mountain. The wise man keeps small men
at a distance, not by showing thdt he hates them, but by his own
dignified gravity.

One retains one's dignity and balance by withdrawing into in-
ner contemplation.

Line readings
Line 1: A retiring rearguard. The position is perilous. No move'
ment in any direction should be made.
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Your retreat has been mis-timed and you are open to attack.
Pause and do nothing which will provoke others.
Line 2: One holds one's purpose fast as if by a thong ma.de from
the hide of a yellow ox, which cannot be broken.

You must maintain strength of purpose and conviction, and
show exemplary conduct, in order to endure. Be prepared to ac-
cept help from someone strenger.
Line 3: One is retiing but bound, to one's distress and peril. To
deal with one's binders as in nourishing a servant or concubine
would be fornnarc for one.

Your priority is withdrawal from a dangerous situation.
Those who are holding you back are compounding the dan-
ger. If they can't be enlisted to help you then you must escape
from them.
Line 4: One retires, irrespective of one's personal inclinations.
Inawise man this will lead to goodfortune; a small man cannot
attain to this.

Retreat is not the same as surrender. You are taking the wise
course by withdrawing, and there is no need to feel guilty.
Line 5: One retires in an admirable way. With firm correctness
there will be goodfortune.

Remain committed to the course you have chosen and don't
allow yourself to be diverted. Others will now see what you are
doing.
Line 6: One retires in a noble way. It will be advantageous in
avery respect.

Sometimes the correct response to setbacks and disappoint-
ments is simply to move away, as you are doing now. Remain
pos.itive and optimistic in the face of unavoidable fate.
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Hexagram 34
Ta Ghuang - The power of the great

Component Trigrams
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Primary: Chen *Thunder(upper), Ch'ien -Heaven (lower). Nu-
clear: Tui - Marsh (above), Ch'ien - Heaven (below).

Keywords
Thunder, the heavens, strength, power, influence, authority, self-
restraint, propriety.

Commentary
You are in the fortunate position of being able to exercise consid-
erable power. Use this power wisely, for the benefit of all and not
just yourself. Don't get obsessed with power for its own sake, and
smugly preen your own ego. Use it selflessly for good ends and
make sure that you stay in harmony with yourself and those around
you. Be strong of character when wielding this power, and use it
correctly, and anything will be possible. If you misuse the power
you have then unhappiness and failure will be the result.

Judgement
It will be advantageous to be firm and correct.

Act cautiously and prudently. Sometimes the best way forward
is to pause and wait for a while.

lnterpretation
An auspicious situation. Thunder resounds in the heavens: great
forces are readying their strength. But this power will have to be
employed with a firm sense of moral propriety if it is to.be effec-
tive in achieving successful aims.
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Thunder in its place in heaven. The wise man does not take a
sfep which is not according to propriety.

You must be a moral exemplar at this time, so avoid dubious
company and don't deviate from the worthy course you have
chosen.

Line readings
Line 1: One manifests one's strength. But advance will lead to
nhfortune, mo st c e ftainly,

Don't rush into action as this will result in failure.
Line 2: Withfirm correctness there will be goodfortune.

Things are beginning to go well so continue with the same
commitment, without slacking off.
Lire,3: The small mnn uses all his strength; the wise man's rule is
td to do so. Even with firm conectness the position would be peril-
ans. A ram butts against afence and gets ltis fuims entangled.

Things may going well but exercise restraint. Don't charge
*ead regardless.
I ine 4: Firm comectness leads to goodfortune, and occasionfor
Epentance disappears. Thefence openswithout the horns being
antangled. Strength like the wheel-spokes of a large waggon.

Follow through with your intentions. The effectiveness ofyour
power depends on your motives. Take time to sort them out.
Line 5: One loses one's ram-like strength in the ease of one's
psition. But there will be no occasionfor repentance.

Doing something about the negative aspects of your character
h a good thing. Exercise tolerance.
l.jre.6t-A"ram butts against the fence and is unable either to
Etneat, or to advance as he would fain do. There will not be
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advantage in any respect; but if one realises the dfficulty of one,s
position, there will be goodfortune.

Avoid overreaching yourself; you risk coming up against some-
thing that will halt your progress. If you are already in a dead-
lock situation, then back awav.

Hexagram 35
Chin -Advancement

Component Trigrams
Primary: t-i -fite

Water (above), Ken - The Mountain (below).

llewords
Sunrise, earth, shining brilliance, clarity, accumulating virtua

Commentary
You luckily find yourself in the right place at the right time and
have the opportunity, perhaps with the help of influential people,
of furthering your plans and taking action which will achieve
great success. It is a favourable time for partnerships and you
should seek one with a sympathetic authoritative person. your
joint venture has considerable potential for substantial benefits
for you. You should go all out and aim for the heights during this
highly auspicious period of change and growth. Keep your in-
tegrity, and the full potential of your talents and character will
almost effortlessly be realised during this time.

Judgement
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ltim with numerous horses. Three times in one day he is received
et interviews.

A good leader only takes others with him if he has their re-
spect and loyalty. He earns this by his desire to act for their wel-
fare.

Inage
The bright sun rising above the earth. The wise man gives him-
seH to make more brilliant his bright virtue.

The wise man remains committed always to the path of light
ad truth, disdaining the shallow and futile temptations of the
material world.

Line readings
Line 1: One wishes to advance but is kept back. Let one be firm
otd correct, and there will be good fortune. If trust be not re-
psed in one, let one maintain a large and generous mind, and
tlwre will be no errox

Don't let yourself be upset by minor setbacks. If you remain
celm and committed you may also inspire others to your cause.
Line 2: One advances and yet one is sorrowful. If one be firm
ozd correct, there will be good fortune. One will receive this
grcat blessing from a kind and generous rulex

You feel that barriers are being put between you and the per-
ron who can help you. Maintain your strength of purpose and
qsider other tactics.
I;ne 3: One is trusted by all around one. All occasionfor repent-
ue will disappear

Entering into a partnership is a good idea at this time.
Line 4: One advances like a mannot. Howeverfirm and correct
w may be, the position is one of peril.A prince secures tranquillity for his people. The king presens
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Trying to be as inconspicuous and innocuous as you can is not
the way to proceed.
Liae 5: All occasionfor repentance disappears. But let one not
concern oneself about failing or succeeding. To advance will be
fortunate, and in every way advantageous.

Don't be so concerned with achievement. The most important
thing is the worth of your character. Remain loyal to those who
may be helping you at the moment, even if you are not progress-
ing towards your goal.
Line 6: One advances with strength. But one only uses it to pun_
ish the rebellious people of one's own city. The position is peril_
ous, but there will be goodfortune. yet howeverfirm and correct
one may be, there will be occasionfor regret.

Don't move forward too quickly, but keep moving forward.
Concentrate on husbanding your resources and energies and stick_
ing to the path.

Hexagram 36
Ming | - Darkening of the tight

Component Trigrams
Primary: K'un -E
Thunder (above), K'an - Water (betow).

KeWords
Earth, light, reprersio

Commentary
This is an inauspicious occasion.Perhaps there has been a lack

Be wary of the malicious in-
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teot of authority figures or their lack of competence. You will
only overcome any difficulties posed by an authority figure, with
great effort and strength ofpurpose. Begin by accepting the fact
of the obstacles that have been placed in your way; and then
pursue a course of strengthening the virtuous aspects of your
character. Show steadfastness in the face of this adversity, and
bring into play a strategic cunning in order to find the best way
rhrough. In times of such crisis you are entitled to use your wit in
ways you would disdain at other times. Crafty ploys are accept-
able survival tactics.

Judgement
It will be advantageous to realise the difficulty of the position
and maintain firm correctness.

The wise thing to do in the midst of trouble and confusion is to
stay calm and think clearly, bringing your own light to bear on
Se situation. Then with perseverance you can overcome any dif-
fuulties.

lnterpretation
The lightfalls into the depths of the earth; the brilliance of virtue
is obscure, but not blotted out. The hexagram is about the proper
md effective response to situations where the light of reason and
virtue is obscured.

Image
The sun sinks into the earth. The wise man conducts his man-
agement of men; he shows his intelligence by keeping it ob-
scured.

Act cautiously and conduct yourself propedy with others. Don't
hag or be arrogant towards others.of loyalty from those around you.
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Line
Line 1: One flies witn aroffi
resolving his going away, he may be for three days without eat-

f53

lbxagram 37
Chia Jen - Family

hmponent Trigrams

The Hexagrams

ing. Wherever he goes, the people there may speak derisively of
him.

, 
You must face up to the problem at hand. Not doing so will

bring unwanted attention from others.
Line 2: One is wounded in the teft thigh. One saves oneseff by
the strength of a swift horse; and is fortunate.

Although things are bad they can still be remedied. Accept
help from others and be prepared to give them help in turn.
Line 3: One hunts in the south and captures the great chiefofthe
darkness. One should not be eager to mcike oil 

"orrert 
ai o|r".

Expect those you have offended to be angry. Take any oppor_
tunity to right any wrongs you have commliteO.
Line 4: One enters the left side of the belty of the dark land. But
one is able to quitthe gate andthe courtyardofthe lordofdark_
NESS.

You are in a tense and difficult situation. Stay calm and move
cautiously away from it.
Line 5: One does one's duty. It will be advantageous to be firmand correct.

Sometimes the only way to protect yourself is to conceal your
true self; but remain inwardly and steadfastly committed to that
true self and its direction.
Line 6: There is no light, but only obscurity. It had at first as_
cended to the top of the sky; its future shall be to go into the
earth.

Your strength, patience and faith are now rewarded as the bad
times recede and the darkness is replaced by the light.

Primary: Sun - Wind (upper), Li - Fire (lower). Nuclear: Li -

Ere (above), K'an - Water (below).

lGWords
Wind, fire, family, harmony, balance, propriety, adherence to
fnicture.

funmentary
You are in a fortunate situation and with harmony and a due at-
hdance to your responsibilities you can attain your desired goal.
Apply yourself and avoid distractions. Work together with oth-
crs and if everyone performs their allotted tasks to the best of
ftir ability then everything will prosper. Whatever your posi-
tirn in thisjoint enterprise you should ensure that the spirit - and
6e letter - of harmony and coordination, especially with the
course ofthe leader, prevails. Mutual respect and proper consul-
trion within the group are required. If you then work to the best
dyour ability then things will go well.

Jtdgement
fu the regulation of the family, what is most advantageous is
&r the wife be firm and correct.

Even ifyou are in a supporting role in a group you have respon-
ribilities towards all the others, including the leader of the group.

furyretation
This hexagram uses the symbol of the family. The order and
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n-1mo!y of the family group, with everyone performing their
allotted tasks to the best oftheir ability, is the model for society
at large. Their are moral aspects to this family coherence, in
attitudes and conduct, and also the virtues oflove, respect arrJ
loyalty.

lmage

according to the truth of things, and his conduct so that it is uni_
formly consistent.

Make sure there is a correspondence between what you say
and what you do. Don,t be a hypocrite.

Line readinos
i*Td 

""dr 
hrr*_

hold. Occasionfor repentance will disappean
Setting or knowing ground rules anA rceping to them are the pre-

requisites for the growth of anyjoint endeavour or any relationship.
Line2: The wifu takes nothing on herself, but in her central place
attends to the preparation of the food. Through herfirm correct_
ness there will be goodfortune.

Don't be tempted to start anything new.
Line 3: One treats the members of ihe household with stern se-
veity. There will be occasionfor repentance; there wilt ie perit,
but there will also be goodfortune. If the wifu and the children
were to spend their time smirking and chatteiing, in the end there
would be occasionfor regret.

Working towards maintaining an effective balance between
the individual wishes of the group and the responsibilities they
-owe to the group is the best thing to do just now.
Line 4: The wife enriches the family.
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Things are in proper harmony as you have the love and respect
of others for your selflessness and fairness.
I ine 5: The Wuence of the king extends to one's fami$. There
rced be no anxiety; there will be goodfortune.

You are confident in your own ability, and your sense of well-
being and happiness expresses itself with love and respect for
others.
Iine 6: One is possessed of sincerity and arrayed in majesty. In
the end there will be goodfortune.

With your growing status and influence, you should aspire to
be a consistent source of stability and strength to those you are
responsible to, allowing them to rely on your sense of Judge-
ment and strength of character. Always, though, remain true to
yourself, as you cannot grow without inner consistency, and the
continuing harmony of the group depends on this.

llexagram 38
K'uei- Opposition

Component Trigrams
Primary: Li -Fire (upper), Tui -Marsh (lower). Nuclear: K'an -

Vrrater (above), Li - Fire (below).

KeWords
Fre, marsh, disunity, alienation, neutrality, division, disagree-
ment.

C.ommentary
There is disunity which will make it very difficult to achieve
anything worthwhile. The conflict and division that you will face



rs only temporary, though, and harmony will eventually be re_
stored. In the meantime keep your sights set loq attempting only
small undertakings, and try to find corlmon ground wherever
you can. Respond calmry and resolutely to difficulties that arise.
Act honestly and sincerely at all times and do things properly.
Don't take advanrage of others and make sure that no_one takes
advantage of you. Remain optimistic in the face of challenges
ahead, remembering that opposition will eventually te super_
seded by harmony.

Judgement

. ?* 1try to sort everything out at once when things are going
badly. You will get back to a harmonious situation by taking things
one step at a time.

tnterpretation

rections cause a state of disharmony. The hexagram is about a
social state in which discord and mutual rejection are the rule.
There is dissent, conflict and stalemate. It aiso conveys the idea
of being tugged in two opposing directions. The hexagram sug_
gests what modest steps can be taken to heal breaches.
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Fire above the waters of the m@
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one's horses, but let one not seek for them; they will return of
tllemselves. Should one meet with bad men, one will not err in
communicatin g with them.

You feel you have lost something from your life, but you should
rct dwell on this as it is an inevitable part of changing and grow-
ing. Look to what is new; be responsive to things that you gain
as a result of change in your life. If you pursue what you feel you
have lost, you will find that it just moves further away. The same
applies to people who are no longer a part of your life. Avoid
those who have lost their principles as you cannot change this
frlct.
Iine 2: One meets oneb lordin a side-street. There will be no
efror.

An accidental and unavoidable meeting with someone will turn
out well for you. Things will change for the better as a result of
tbis meeting with a person you may have been trying avoid.
I ine 3: One's carciage is dragged back, while the oxen in it are
pshed back, and one is subjected to the shaving of one's head
od the cutting off of one's nose. There is no good beginning but
tfure will be a good end.

You are in a stagnant situation, with no progress possible and
tlris frustrates you. Things will improve in time. For the time
being it is best to simply accept what you have and where you
afe.

line 4: One is solitary amidst the prevailing disunion. But one
rcets with thc good man and they blend their sincere desires to-
gcrtter The position is one of peril, but there will be no mistake.

You will feel less solitary and better able to manage your prob-
kns when you meet someone in a similar situation to yourseli
rith whom you are in tune.

general agreement, still admits diversitv.

. 
Retaining your integrity and freedom of thought and will are

the most important things in life.

Line readinas
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Hexagram 39
Chien - Barriers

158 t5s

hmmentary
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Iluring times of danger and stalemate you must focus on the de-
rlopment of your true self. Fulfilling the potential of your char-
*ter will gi.ve you the strength to overcome the formidable ob-
tules in front of you. Knowing when and when not to act is a
wise capacity and you may need to develop this ability in order
b deal with the present situation. Exercise caution before mov-
irg forward and seek the advice of experienced elders.

JNgement
Advantage will be found in the south-west and the contrary in
fu north-east. It will be advantageous also to meet with the great
n*n. In these circumstances. with firmness and correctness, there
rill be good fortune.

To prepare for the proper action to deal with the difficult situ-
lion that faces you, it would be advisable to seek the necessary
risdom through meditation and the consulting of wise and ex-

;uienced people.

is trapped at the top of the mountain, it cannot follow its
Efiral course. The hexagram is about how to deal with obstruc-

or impediments, or possible debilitating injury. A wise equa-
-mify is required.

lrr,ge
Tater atop a mountain. The wise man turns round and examines
Ims€lf, and cultivates his virtue.

Developing your insight and heightening your awareness is
in order to see a way through severe difficulties and

Line 5: Occasionfor repentance will disappear With one,s rela_
tive and one's helpe4 one unites closely anfl readily as if one
w_ere biting through a piece of skin. When one goesforwariwith
this help, what error can there be?

, 
You are fortunate as you have a sympathetic and happy rela-

tionship with an honest and sincere friend, which has amelio_
rated your feeling ofisolation.
Line 6: One is solitary amidst the prevailing disunion. One
seems to see a pig bearing on its back a bad of mud, orfancies
there is a carriage full of ghosts. One first bends one's bow
against him, and afterwards unbends it,for one discovers that
he is not an assailant to injure, but a near relative. Goingfor_
ward, one shall meet with genial rain, and there will be good
fortune.

Don't misjudge your companions as this creates unneces_
sary and avoidable friction and conflict. Reciprocate their
honesty and sincerity and you will be able to relate to one
another again.

Component Trigrams
Primary: K'an - Wat
Nuclear: Li - Fire (above), K'an - Water (below).

Keywords

ous pathways.
[es. i.F.
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Line readings
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rihration cannot be extended indbfinitely. You are not a wise man
rto can renounce the world and live in solitude. You should now
be able to see mpre clearly how to proceed; so it is time to retum to
your difficulties and face them, unpalatable as that may be.

Hexagram 40
Ghien - Removing obstacles

hmponent Trigrams
Primary: Chen - Thunder (upper), K'an - Water (lower). Nu-
dear: K'an - Water (above), Li - Fire (below)

lGWords
Thunder, rain, spring, release, growth, joy, vitality, dispersal.

C.nmmentary
This is a propitious time. After a prolonged period of trial and
obstruction a great new direction is open to you. You have a great
qportunity. As all the troubles that have beset you fade away,
ad you approach an unprecedented time of growth and devel-
qtment, you are in a position to forgive and forget. The only

ing you have to guard against now is failing to act boldly and
in progressing towards a worthy aim. Take full advan-

of your fortunate circumstances.

will be found in the south-west. If no further opera-
be called for, there will be good fortune in coming back to

te old conditions. If some operations be called for, there will be

Line l: Advance will lead to grtott aipiutti"r,ihtt, ,"rr*ining
stationary wiII afford groundfor praise.

It is better to pause and wait rather than rashly proceed , creat-
ing further problems.
Line 2: The servant of the king struggles with dfficulty on dffi_
culty, and not with a view to his own advantage.

You must face up to inescapable problems.
Line 3: One advances but only to greater dfficulties. One re-
mains stationary, and returns to one's former associates.

You are responsible to others so it would be irresponsible to act
just now when that action will have consequences for others. Take
time to think about the situation to find the best way of proceed_
ing. You will then be able to move forward with renewed energy.
Line 4: One advances but only to greater dfficulties. One re_
mains stationary, and unites with others.

You need help from others, despite what you may think. Oth_
ers are ready to help but you must ask them as they believe their
help would not be welcomed by you.
Line 5: One struggles with the greatest dfficulries, while friends
come to help one.

In an attempt to help another you have become entangled il
difficulties. But you can expect others to come to your aid as
they saw the honesty of your motives. you will overcome tie
obstacles which have halted you.
Line 6: One goes forward, only to increase the dfficulties, while
remaining stationary will be productive of great merit. There wil!
be good fortune, and it witl be advantageous to meet with thc
great nnn.

Your period of withdrawal in order to meditate on vour difficulr [ortune in the early conducting of them.
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Linel: One will commit no error

You must move forward quickly on your chosen path in order
to alleviate the stresses that threaten to derail you; but don't over_
reach yourself.

lnterpretation
The hexagram sug
of a massive thunderstorin. The ideas of releasing pent-up power
and of deliverance from constraint are suggested. It is time to
move into a better future and forget the troubles of the past. But
don't get carried away as your good fortune has still to arrive.

lmage
Thunder and rain aciin
and deals gently with crimes.

'Clearing the air'is necessary to resolve disputes and tensions.
and come to better terms with things and people so that you can
move forward. You will also be able to see more clearly the best
direction for you.

Line readings
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gers lurking in the circle that surrounds you. Some of your friends
ae deceiving you. Be careful.
Line 4: One is instructed to remove his toes. Friends will
then come, between him itnd them there.will be mutual con-

fidence.
You must be realistic and sensible and confront those who are

not genuine friends with the fact of your knowledge of their du-
plicity. Remove them from your circle, otherwise you could be
faced with your genuine friends leaving.
I ine 5: The wise man ueecutes his function of removing what is
Iwrtnful, in which case there will be good fortune, and confi-
d.ente in him will be shown even to the small men.

As you move those who are undesirable from your circle of
friends, so you must discard those regressive aspects of your
character and achieve greater clarity of mind and grow in wis-
dom.
I ine 614 prince with his bow shoots at a falcon on the top of a
high wall, and hits it. The effect of his action will be in every way
dvantageous. ,

It is best to ponder a situation and then act in due time and

rypropriately. But to resolve a situation it is sometimes neces-
say to use force.

162

You can take time out from your problems and recharge yow
depleted batteries in peace aad quiet.
Line 2: One catches, in hunting, three foxes, and obtains the
golden arrows. Wthftrm conectness there will be goodfortune.

Be wary of those who may seek to exploit you because they see
your good forfune coming. Preserve your energies and be careful.
Line 3: A porter rides in a carriage with his burden. He will onl,,
tempt robbers to aftack him. However fi.rm and correct he mst
try to be, there will be cause for regret.

Don't advertise your good fortune as there are potential rtrn-

Hexagram 41
Sun - Reduction

f.amponent Trigrams
Primary: Ken - The Mountain (upper), Tui - Marsh (lower). Nu-
clear: K'un - Earth (above), Chen - Thunder (below).
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KeWords
The rtountain, marsh, sacrifice, restraint,iAf-"ont ot,.Air"iptio",
attendance to excess.

Commentary
This is a tl*" o
beginning. You are in a situation where it is paramount that you
curb your own excesses. You will have to do whatever it takes to
return your self to balance and health, in order to act correctly
again. Ifyou are sincere and unremitting in your efforts at self_
improvement then you will reap the rewards. The improvement
may only need to be small, it will be enough if it is done with
genuine wholeheartedness. There must be a persistent effort to
improve your character and you must avoid loss of self-control.

Judgement
If there is sinceri
from error; firmness and correctness that can be maintained; and
advantage in every movement that shall be made. In what shall
this sincerity be employed? In sacrifice two baskets of grain ma1.
be presented, though there be nothing else.

The experience ofloss can be valuable and profitable. Respond
to it with sincerity and optimism.

lnterpretation
The trigrams' *ymUo
evaporates and nourishes the vegetation above. The hexagrrun's
form suggests the image of the lower trigram of strong yang lines
generously yielding its top line to the upper trigram of weak yin
lines. The idea is of voluntary loss or relinquishing, curbing er-
cess for a greater purpose, which will deliver reward.
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lake below the mountain. The wise man restrains his wrath
represses his desires.

Unrestrained passions and indulgence in excess lead you into
ies. It is time to exercise self-control and restraint.

l: One suspends one's awn affairs, and hurries away to
another. One will commit no erron but let one consider how

one should contribute what is one's own to the other.
Use this time of restraint and lack of movement to help, mod-

and humbly, those others who need it. If it is you who is
help, don't become a burden to others.

2: It will be advantageous to maintain a firm correctness,
action will bring no misfortune. One can give increase to

without taking from oneself.
Don't do anything which goes against your principles. Retain

honour and dignity.
3; Three men walk together, then the number is diminished

ane; and one, walking, finds his friend.
Ttrere is conflict in your group, animosities and jealousies, re-

from there being one person in the group who should no
be a member. This person must leave. If it is you who has

then it is best that you take a companion with you.
4:. One diminishes the ailment under which one labours by

another hasten to one's help and make one glad. There

futw enon
help in your effons when it is offered. It comes from

desire to contribute.
5: The ruler's subj ects add to his store s ten pairs of tortoise
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shells, and accept no refusal. There will be great goodfortune.
This is a time of great good fortune, when you have success in

everything.
Line 6: One gives increase to others without taking from oneself.
There will be no enox Withfirm correctness there will be goodfor-
tune.There will be advantage in everymoyementthat shnllbe made.
One will find ministers more than can be counted by their clans.

You will achieve your goals if you persist in your course with
sincerity and honesty. Your genuineness will encourage others
to come to your help in the spirit of friendship.

Hexagram 42
l- Increase

Component Trigrams
Primary: Sun -Wind (upper), Chen -Thunder (lower). Nuclear:
Ken - The Mountain (above), K'un - Earth (below)

KeWords
Wind, thunder, reinforcement, addition, augmentation, abun-
dance, gain.

Commentary
A highly auspicious time. You will overcome all obstacles and
achieve success in your undertakings. But during your time of
prosperity and success it is your responsibility and honour to
share your good fortune with others. All you achieve and are
granted by fortune is only to give you the opportunity to be self-
Iess and show generosity to others by helping to improve their
situations.

167
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There will be advantage in every movement which shall be un-
dertaken. It will even be advantageous to cross the great stream.

You should savour your time of success and good fortune while
it lasts and use it to enable you to give as much help to others as
possible. In this will be true reward.

hterpretation
In the hexagram we have wind above and thunder below; each
rtrengthens the other. Thus we derive the ideas of growth and
ircrease. Increase is also conveyed by the donation of the yang
line from the upper trigram to the lower, to strengthen it. The
upper trigram also signifies the wood from which a boat is con-
structed. A journey over water may feature in the good fortune
which will be heaped upon you.

hnage
Thunder and wind together. When the wise man sees what is
good, he moves towards it; and when he sees his errors, turns
fromthem.

Follow the moral example of the wise man and cultivate the
self-awareness which will allow you to identify and eradicate
fu weaknesses and faults in your nature. Compare yourselfob-

with the eood character ofothers.

l: It will be advantageous for one to make a great move-

If it be greatly fortunate, no blame will be imputed to one.

Your position of great good fortune should encourage you to
ieve great aims. Your selflessness and the selfless help of oth-
will brine about success.
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It is not enough to exercise an impersonal kind of kindness

dbenevolence. You must open yourself genuinely to others in

order to have friendships and companionship. You must give of

yourself and your time to others, and not just rely on your ac-

tions.

Line 2: The people add to the rulers stores ten pairs of tortoise
shells whose oracles cannot be gainsaid. Let one persevere in
being firm and correct, and there will be goodfortune. Let the
king employ the people in presenting his offerings to God, and
there will be goodfortune.

Everything in your life is in harmony and everything you do
achieves success. Remember to keep to your true path in the
midst of your good fortune.
Line 3: One receives increase by misfortune, so that one shall be
led to good, and be without blame. Int one be sincere and pur-
sue the path of the Mean, so shall one secure the recognition of
the ruler like an fficerwho announces himself to his prince bt
the symbol of his rank.

Someone is in need and you should take the opportunity to
unselfishly give them help. This will bring its own rewards.
Line4: One pursues the due course. One's advice to one\ prince
is followed. One can with advantage be relied on in such a move_
rnent as that of removing the capital.

You should take the opportunity that presents itselfofbeing a
mediator. It is good that you are respected and trusted enough to
be offered this role. Accept the responsibility with a good heart.
Line 5: One seeks with sincere heart to benefit all below. There
need be no question about it; the result will be great goodfor_
tune. All below will with sincere heart acknowledge one,s good-
NESS.

Generosity and benevolence are exercised for their own sake
and with no other motives. You will be respected for such acts.
Line 6: None will contribute to one's increase, while many will
seek to assail one. One observes no regular rule in the order of
one's heart. There will be misfortune.

Hexagram 43
Xuai- Displacing

hmoonent Triorams
Prl-
Ch'ien - Heaven (above), Ch'ien - Heaven (below).

Kevwords
Marsh, heaven, threatening skies, comrption, virtue, resolve.

Commentary
You will have to do something regarding influential and power-

ful people who are unworthy of their positions and authority.

You cannot ignore their abuses of power nor can you directly

challenge them. You will have to use your own strength of char-

acter and sense of moral purpose, along with help from those

who are inspired by your example, to change things for the bet-

ter, Making the offences known to someone in authority who

can be trusted is a worthwhile tactic, as is enlisting the public on

your side. The main thing, though, is to remain convinced of the

rightness of your cause and to maintain good relations with oth-

ers. You should not set out to act because you have a personal

axe to grind with someone.
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Know your limitations and be cautious with any new under-

uking.
lime 2: One is fuIl of apprehension and appeals for sympathy

od help. Late at night hostile measures may be taken against

orc, but one need not be anxious about them.

If you remain wary and anticipate problems before they ap-

pear then you will be able to deal confidently with them.
I,ine 3: One is about to advance with strong and determined

boks. There wilt be misfortune. But the wise man, bent on cut-

ting off the criminal, will walk alone, and encounter the rain,

till he be hated by his proper associates as if he were contami-

rcted by the others. In the end there will be no blame against

him.
Keeping to your own true path and remaining calm and in con-

tnol is the best way to conduct yourself, when you are isolated

rnd surrounded by the animosity, the malicious gossip and cal-

umny of others.
I ine 4: One hns been punished by whipping, and one wallcs slowly

odwith dfficulty. If one could act like a sheep led after its com-

pnions, occasion for repentance would disappear But though

one hear these words, one will not believe them.

Thig is an inauspicious time to try and move forward' Remain

where you are and don't stubbornly reject advice.

Line 5: The small men are like a bed of weeds, which ought to be

tqrooted with the utmost determination- Having such determi-

nation, one's action, in harmnny with one's central position, will

bad to no error or blame.
You cannot eradicate all evil in the world. You must live with

this realisation. What you can do successfully and continually is

Iromote the Power of good.

Judgement
The culprit's guilt shou
a sincere and eamest appeal for sympathy and support. There
will be peril. One should also make announcement in one's own
city, and show that it will not be well to have recourse ar once ro
arms. In this way there will be advantage in whatever one goes
forward to.

Don't use force to achieve your aim, but rely on your own
virtuous character. You have to show steadfastness, honestv and
strength in pursuing this worthwhile course.

lnterpretation
The marsh wat"rs n
have ascended up to the heavens. A cloudburst is imminent. The
hexagram is about how you can avoid social and political storms
and the disorder they create. The form ofthe hexagram symbol_
ises the inferior person in a position of influence ( the top yin
line) who confronts and opposes those who are true and honest.
It suggests that those of virtue will successfully resist and over_
whelm the threat to them.

lmage
The waters rise to trei
below him, and dislikes allowing his gifts to accumulate
undispensed.

Be flexible and cultivate self-awareness in order to remedy
your faults.

Line readings
Line l: Orr odroi
forward, but will not succeed. There will be groundfor blame.
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attitude and conduct is regarded as providing an example to be
followed. These things only happen over a long period of time.

Line readings
Line 1: The wild geese gradually approach the shore. Ayoung

fficer in similar circumstances will be in a position of dangen
and be spoken against; but there will be no etor

You are setting out on ajourney and will be crossing uncharted
territory with no familiar landmarks or people to guide you. You
will have to progress cautiously. It would be advisable to pa1
attention to others who have something to say to you.
Line2: The wild geese gradually approach the large rocks, whert
they eat and drink joyfully and at ease. There will be goodforane.

You feel more secure but the situation remains somewhat vola-
tile and nervy. It would be a good idea to accept what other peo-
ple may want to share with you.
Line 3: The wild geese gradually advance to the dry plains..1
husband goes on an expeditionfromwhich he does not return. A
wrfe is pregnan6 but will not nourish her child. There will fu
misfortune.

You have been too forceful and impatient and have over-
stretched yourself. You are now in a precarious situation but yo;
have no alternative but to continue forward with caution and vigl-
lance.
Line 4: The wild geese gradually advance to the trees. They nw'
light on the flat branches. There will be no error

You find yourself in a situation that you were unprepared for-
and that you are struggling to comprehend and cope with. \or
will have to sit tight and lay low for a while.
Line 5: The wild geese gradually advance to the high mound .\
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wife for three years does not become pregnant; but in the end the
natural issue cannot be prevented. There will be goodfortune-

Those in your close circle have been disturbed and unsettled
by your achievements. Some are perhaps jealoris and resentful
and may wish to see you fail. Give them time. As you continue
in your path they will become accustomed to the changes that
you bring.
Line 6: The wild geese gradually advance to the large heights
beyond. Their feathers can be used as ornaments. There will be
goodfortune.

Having attained your goal it is now time to tum in a new direc-
tion and aim for a new goal. You are now respected and admired
by others. They are prepared to follow you and your example.

This is the beginning of favourable times for you. You can
look forward to many new opportunities.

Hexagram 54
Kuei - The younger maiden marries

Component Trigrams
Primary: Chen - Thunder (upper), Tui - Marsh (lower). Nuclear:
K'an - Water (above), Li - Fire (below).

KeWords
Thunder, marshes, autumn, decay, renewal, transitoriness.

Commentary
You are in a deteriorating situation when you may expect to have

to face decay, shady-dealing and perhaps public scandal and dis.
grace. There may be turmoil and loss. Your relations with others
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may become frustratingly antagonistic and acrimonious. Even
existing harmonious relationships may be disrupted and disor-
dered, with painful consequences for all. Console yourselfwith
the knowledge that these times are part of a cycle of change and
will inevitably come to an end, and harmony will be restored. In
the meantime you have no other recourse but to stoically endure
your afflictions and sufferings as your inescapable fate.

Judgement
Action will bring misfortune and is in no way advantageous.

When a young maiden marries into a family she has to learn to
adapt to and respect their ways of doing things; she cannot try'
and impose her own, or expect everyone to fit around her. She
must be quietly observant and exercise tact, demonstrating an
awareness and understanding ofher position and role in the fam-
ily. She has to keep in mind that she is just one individual withir
a greater group.

lnterpretation
The trigrams represent thunder over the marshes, indicating a
time of autumnal decline. They also signifu eldest son and youn-e-
est daughter. The hexagram as a whole concems a young daugh-
ter marrying of her own free choice, and before her elder sister.
Both these acts were forbidden and regarded as serious chatr-
lenges to the stability of the family and hence society. Also for-
bidden was the marriage of a young woman to an older man. a)
its motives were considered to be merely sensual and unstable. nl
is a highly inauspicious hexagram about the ending of harmom-
ous social and political structures and practices. The hexagram
conveys a sense ofenormously significant and far-reaching en+.
ings and subsequent beginnings.
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Thunder above the waters of a marsh. The wise man having re-
gard to the far-distant endo knows the mischief that may be done

at the beginning.
When times are troubled and hard, when you suffer personal

disappointments, and when you are keenly affected and afflicted

by the breakdown of harmonious relations with others, the wis-

est attitude to adopt is one of fatalism and stoic patience, con-
soled and comforled by the realisation that in time things will

calm down and become bearable again.

Line readings
Line l: The younger sister is married off in a position secondary

to the first wtfe.A person lame on one leg who yet manages to

tramp along. Going forward will be fortunate.
You are in a situation where you may be tempted to act for

your own improvement, but you must restrain yourself. The wis-

est thingjust now is to adopt a low profile.
Line 2: The younger sister is blind of one eye, and yet able to

see. There will advantage in her maintaining the firrn correct'
ness of a solitary widow.

You are in a relationship with someone who has disillusioned
you by their attitude or behaviour towards you. Others around
you are aware of this.
Line 3: The younger sister is in a mean position. She returns and

accepts an ancillary position.
You are never satisfied with what you have. Perhaps you are

pursuing an unreal ideal.
Line 4: Theyounger sister protrocts the time. She may be late in

being married, but the time will come.
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Don't be despondent about your long-desired but unlealised
hopes or ambitions. Retain your optimism and your integrity and
wait patiently for your desired oppornrnity. It will eventually come
and everything will be fine.
Line 5: The younger sister of the king was married, but her gown
wes not equal to the stillyounger sisterwho accompaniedher in
an inferior capacity. The moon almost fuIl. There will be good

fortune.
Those who don't jump at the first opportunity that comes their

way but are prepared to wait, are often the best rewarded. Per-
haps you are being too ambitious or unrealistic in what you want,
and it would therefore be better to chose a more attainable goal.
Your chances of success may then improve and you will find
what you are looking for.
Line 6: The young lady bears a basket, but without anything in
it. The gentlernn slaughters the sheep, but without bloodflow-
ingfrom it. There will be no advantage in any way.

You have to accept that you can't always satisfy the needs and
desires of others or yourself. And anyway, it could be the case
that something which seems valuable and desirable is in reality
not that great at all.

Kevwords
iion, oPPormnitY.

Commentary
There is a powerful force for positive change in your life and

you should take full advantage of it, as the auspicious period in

front of you will end some time. Use good judgement in the ac-

tions you take. Settle any unresolved disagreements. This is the

time to launch new undertakings designed to further your for-

tunes. If you run your affairs with a shrewd intelligence and a

readiness to take bold action when required, then you may be

able to prolong your period of prosperity beyond the time when

it would otherwise have come to a natural end' In your relations

with oihers you shoulddemonsffate the enthusiasm and optimism

appropriate to one who is enjoying success and good fortune.

Don't make the serious error of seeing each new rewarding op-

portunity asjust another added and troublesome burden- Enjoy

the rare feeling of being able to tackle almost anything and make

a success of it.

Judqement
There will be progress and development. When a king has reached

the point of abundance, there is no occasion to be anxious tfuough

fear of a change. Let him be as the sun at noon.
Although your time of great good fortune will not last forever,

yet still you can relish it and enjoy it, enriching yourself and

others by so doing. Perhaps it would be wise to move in the di-

rection of a spiritual goal, having achieved your material goals'

Interpretation
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Hexagram 55
Feng -Abundance

Component Trigrams
Primary: Chen - Thunder (upper), Li * Fire (lower). Nuclear:
Tui - Marsh (above), Sun - Wind (below). In the hexagram, thunder is above lightning. Together they con-
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vey the idea of a dramatic thunderstorm which dispels all murki-
ness and negativity, and results in an all-illuminating brilliance
and clarity. From this we have the suggestions of fullness and
abundance, and the sweeping away of all obstacles. But even
such an irresistible force is subject to change in time.

lmage
Thunder andlightning combine. The wise man decides cases of
litigation, and apportions punishments with exactness.

It is necessary to have peace of mind and a clear and untrou-
bled spirit to be in harmony and at one with yourself. Then you
can see clearly and act judiciously.

Line readings
Line 1: One meets with one's mate. Though both be of the same
characte4 there will be no eror Advance will callforth approval.

It would be a good thing to work for a time with another who
has an attribute or resource that you lack. But you must remem-
ber that the partnership will be temporary and so be prepared to
end it when the time comes.
Line2: One is surrounded by screens so large and thickthat ar
midday one can see from them the stars. If one go and try ro
enlighten the ruler, one will make oneself be viewed with suspi-
cion and dislike. Let one cherish one's feeling of sincere devo-
tion that one may thereby move the ruIer's mind, and there w'ill
be goodfortune.

Someone has deliberately and maliciously set out to 'eclipse'

you and they are beginning to achieve their aim. Accept it and do
nothing about it, as good will come of it.
Line 3: One has an additional screen of a large and thick ban-
ner; through which at midday one cen see the small star In tfu
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darkness one breaks one's right arm; but there will be no error
There is nothing you can do except patiently wait.

Line 4: One is in a tent so large and thick that at midday one can

see from it the stars. But one meets with another, undivided like

oneself. There will be good fortune.
The situation is improving for you. You have encountered the

person referred to in line one.
Line 5: One brings around one the men of brilliant ability. There
will be occasion for congratulation and praise' There will be
goodfortune.

In your moment of imminent success you do not forget those
who are around you. You consolidate your bonds with them and

listen respectfully to them.
Line 6: One has made one's house large, but it only serves as a
screen to one's household. When one looks at one's door it is
still, and there is nobody about it. For three years no-one is to be

seen. There will be misfortune.
You cannot enjoy yourjust rewards as you have deliberately

removed yourself from others and cannot share your good for-
tune with them. You are isolated and alone. This emotional and

spiritual barrenness in the midst of plenty is your creation and
your responsibility.

Hexagram 56
Lu * The traveller abroad

Component Trigrams
Primary: Li - Fire (upper), Ken - The Mountain (lower). Nu-

clear: Tui - Marsh (above), Sun - Wind (below).
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Keywords
Fire, the mountain, the stranger, restraint, exclusion, humility.

Commentary
You should not look for any lasting outcomes or rewards from
your present situation. It is only a temporary place for you and
you will not be able to change your status as an outsider. If you
maintain your modesty and integrity, though, you will come to
no harm and will remain on target for your goal. Rely on your
inner strength to see you through the present difficulties, and
accept the fact that you will make little headway towards your
chosen goal during this time. Don't try to force any issues or tr,v
to imporc yourself on the situation. Instead of trying to combat
your unsatisfactory status as an outsider, focus instead on your
own virtues and qualities and learn to appreciate what can be
gained from your condition of solitariness.

Judgement
There may be some little attainment and progress. If the stranger
or traveller be firm and correct as he ought to be, there will be
good fortune.

A selfless regard for those he meets as he passes is a worthl
and admirable quality in a traveller. His small kindnesses wiil
have a greater reward.

lnterpretation
In the trigrams, fire burns on the mountain. The mountain is im-
mobile but the fire moves around in every direction, with no
fixed aim. The image suggest is that of the traveller, who is a
stranger in a strange land. The trigrams move in opposite direc-
tions - the fire burns upwards, and the mountain forces do*'n-
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wards - and this indicates that the contact between them will be
of a temporary nature. However, things can still be learned as
one moves around, even if one is notexplicitly promoting progress

towards an aim.

lmage
Fire atop the mountain. The wise man exerts his wisdom and

caution in the use of punishments and not allowing litigations to

continue.
Ifyou find you have tojudge others, try to do it as quickly and

as objectively as possible, showing fair-mindedness.

Line readings
Line 1: The stranger is mean and meanly occupied. It is thus that

he brings on himself further calamity.
To waste time on things which are of no importance is to squan-

der opportunities for making progress towards a worthwhile goal

Line 2: The stranger occupies his lodging-house, carrying with

him his means of livelihood, and is provided with good and trusty

servants.
Wherever he is a wise man has a clarity of self-knowledge,

never feels lost to himself. He is always true to himself. No mat-

ter where he finds himself, he can rely on his own inner resources
and remain calm and truly himself.
Line 3: The stranger burns his lodging-house and loses his serv-

ots. However firm and correct he try to be, he will be in peril.

ff you try to get involved in something which doesn't really

@ncern you, you will get your hngers burned' Exercise self-

restraint and discipline. Perhaps your friends don't seem to be in

[rne with you at the moment. Be patient and they will join you

once again.
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Line 4: The traveller is in a resling-place, and has also the means
of livelihood and the axe, but is still saying, 'I am not at ease in
my mind.'

If you seem to have resolved the difficulties and problems that
have been bothering you, be cautious. This is only a temporary
respite and you cannot rely on it. You must look for real and
permanent answers to your difficulties.
Line 5: One shoots a pheasant. One will lose one's arrow, but in
the end will obtain praise and a high position.

Even though you are among new and unknown people you
will be able to establish a rapport or a working accord with them.
This helps you feel more secure.
Line6: Abirdbums its nest. The strangerfirst laughs, then cries
out. He has lost his ox-like docility too readily and too easily.
There will be misfonune.

You have relaxed your self-discipline and restraint in this situ-
ation and acted unwisely, with painful and upsetting consequences
for yourself and others. You have behaved like a fool and shown
a lack of respect for other people. What's done is done, you can-
not undo it. All you can do is find ways of coping and dealing
with the situation you have created.

209
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wind, gentle, repetition, penetration, communication, authority,
subtlety, harmony, obedience.

Commentary
In order to succeed in a worthy aim you will have to be persist-
ent, and seek to exercise your influence on others. Others will be
necessary to help you overcome any problems. You will have to
make fully clear to others what you require of them, repeating
your instructions if necessary, so that they can understand and
fulfil your wishes. It may not be easy to communicate what you
want, but if others don't understand you and your project is sty-
mied then the fault is yours, not theirs. It may be a good idea to
call on the help of someone more experienced who you respect
and value. Tactics such as emphasising your status or prestige or
trying to insist on your authority in order to bring others to do
what you want, will merely be futile gestures. You will have to
concentrate, and be resourceful in finding ways to get your mes-
sage across and your intention fulfilled. You also have to ensure
that the message you are sending out is the one that is being
received. Ifyou succeed in effective communication and are given
relevant and useful help, then you will make some moderate
progress.

Th*" *ill b"There will be some little attainment and progress.
advantage in movement in any direction whatsoever. It will be
advantageous to see the great man.

Chose your goal and persevere towards it with unfailing calm-
ness, gentleness and humility, and you will succeed. Seeking guid-
ance from a wiser person would be good for you.

Hexagram 57
Sun - Wind

Component Trigrams
Primary: Sun -Wind (upper), Sun -Wind (lower). Nuclear: Li -

Fire (abov,e), Tui - Marsh (below).
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lnterpretation
Wind is represented in the upper and lower trigrams. Two at-

tributes of wind are gentleness and penetration' The topic of the

hexagram is the persistent, pervasive and penetrating power of

influence that a superior has over his subordinates; their obedi-

ence to his will - like a blade of grass that bends before a strong

wind. The hexagram emphasises the need for subtlety and rep-

etition as required, in our efforts to get others to do our bidding.

There must be thoughtfulness and intelligence in communica-

tions with subordinates; and assignments and tasks delegated by

a superior should be faithfully implemented.

lmage
Winds following each other. The wise man reiterates his orders

and secures the practice of his affairs'
In order to exercise your influence effectively it may be better

to consult with your own inner wisdom or seek the wise help of

another, before you attempt to do anything with other people.

Line readings
Line 1: Now one advances, now one recedes. It would be advan-

tageous of one to hnve the firm correctness of the brave soldier

Don't vacillate. Decide promptly what you want and then set

out immediately to achieve it.
Line2: One is beneath a couch, and employs diviners and exor-

cists in a way bordering on confusion. There will be good for'
tune and no erron

You must find out what malicious or malevolent level of ac-

tivity or plotting is going on behind closed doors and who are the

perpetrators or plotters. Obtain help from others who are experi-

enced and capable of dealing with such a situation.
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Line 3: One penetrates only by violent and repeated efforts. There
will be occasion for regret.

Now is not the time to wait and give something further thought.
You must act now or you will live to regret it.
Line 4: All occasionfor repentance has passed away. One takes
game for ils threefold use in one's hunting.

Maintaining your integrity and self-respect, and the correct-
ness of your motives and conduct, will give you the peace of
mind and the strength to help others.
Line 5: With firm correctness there will be good fortune. All
occasion for repentance wiII disappear and all 6ne's move-
ments will be advantageous. There may have been no good
beginning, but there will be a good end. Three days before
making any changes, let one give notice of them; and three
days afte4 let one reconsider them. There will thus be good

fortune.
If things aren't going well then it is time to stop and think

about the situation and decide on the best action to take in order
to remedy it. After acting you should then assess the results. If
you haven't fully achieved what you set out to do, no matter.
You have done your best for the time being and it is time to move
on. ,.
Line 6: One is beneath a couch, having lost the axe with which
one executed one's decisions. Howeverfirm and correct one may
try to be, there will be misfortune.

Be very careful. You have overreached yourself and become
too involved in a very dark and disturbing situation. Withdraw
from it without delay as it is a threat and a danger to you, and
you do not have the experience to deal with it or the necessary
resources to protect yourself.
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Hexagram 58
Tui - The delighted

Component Trierams

2't2

Primary: Tui - Marsh (upper), Tui - Marsh (lower).
Sun - Wind (above), Li - Fire (below).

Keywords

Nuclear:

Marsh, serenity, contentment, satisfaction, freedom from anxi-
ety and doubt.

Commentary
This is an auspicious hexagram. Your are in harmony with yourself,
materially and spiritually, and have an honest integrity that makes
you true to yourselfand others. You have no need, have no use, for
negative orfearftrl thoughts and feelings. In yourrelations with oth-
ers be generous, modest and sincere and strive to comprehend and
sympathise with their troubles and worries. If you are able to do all
this with true joy, you will experience serene happiness and will be
well-equipped to overcome any obstacles you come across.

Judgement
There will be progress and attainment. It will be advantageous to
be firm and correct.

Through strength of purpose, persistent effort, and faithful-
ness to the integrity of one's true nature, you have attained har-
mony and happiness and are an example and a willing source of
guidance to others.

lnterpretation
The hexagram has the trigram Tui as both primary trigrams. It
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represents peaceful water as in a marsh or a lake, and suggests
delight andjoy. The hexagram signifies a state ofserene happi-
ness that consists of a sense of personal wholeness and well-
being, and the best ofrelations with others. The hexagram does
not wholly exclude the presence or possibility of adversity, but
its concern is to emphasise the all-powerful and ultimately all-
conquering human faculty of chosing to live joyfully, no matter
what the circumstances.

lmage
A double lake. The wise man encourages the conversation of
friends and the stimulus of their cornmon practice.

Mutual and reciprocal influence and help, brings reward and
happiness.

Line readings
Line l: The plcasure of inward harmony. Therc will be goodfonmz.

You are happy with your circumstances and achievements.
Line 2: The pleasure arising from inward sincerity. There will be
good fortune. O ccasion for good fortune will disappe ar.

Treat others with sincere respect and don't flaunt or gloat over
your successes.
Line 3: One brings round oneself whatever can give pleasure.
There will be misfortune.

You are not nourishing or cultivating your inner self, seeming
to be shallowly content with superficial, material sources and
means of pleasure. You will lose touch with yourself and lose
your way completely unless you mend your ways.
Line 4: One deliberates about what to seek one's pleasure in,
and one is not at rest. One borders on what would be injurious,
but there will be cause for joy.
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Line readings
Line 1: One is engaged in rescuing from the impending misfor-
tune, and lmving the assistance of, a strong horse. There will be
goodfortune.

You must do something about the conflict and confusion around
you. If you don't act promptly the situation will get even more
complicated and difficult too solve.
Line2: Amid the confusion, one hunies to one's contrivancefor
security. All occasionfor repentance will disappean

You are taking a good look at yourself and don't like what you
see. You must make the effort and cultivate the self-discipline to
correct what is at fault in your character and principles.
Line 3: One discards any regard for one's own person. There
will be no occasionfor repentance.

Jettisoning unnecessary personal needs and wants is a good
and worthy thing to do.
Line 4: One scatters the different parties in the state; which leads
to goodfortune. From the dispersion he collects again good men
standing out, a crowd like a mound, which is what ordinary men
would not have thought of.

Withdrawing from those around you will allow you to con-
centrate on the task in hand and bring it to a successful conclu-
sion. It also permits you a clearer view of yout companions and
allows you to make sounder judgements about them.
Line 5: Amidst the dispersion, one issues great announcements as
the perspiration flows from one's body. One scatters abroad also
the accumulations in the royal granaries. There will be no error

You are the linchpin ofothers'cooperative efforts, a focal point
of ideas and inspiration for correcting the faults of the past. This
is a good position.
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Line 6: One disposes of one's bloody wounds, and goes and sepa-
rates oneselffrom one's anrious fears. There will be no error

You must pull back from the activities and concerns that you

have been so wholeheartedly and enthusiastically involved in, as
you are gefting carried away and losing sight of yourself and
your aims. You need a sobering respite and a chance to redis-
cover yourself and your priorities.
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Hexagram 60
Chieh - Restraint

Component Trigrams
Primary: K'an - Water (upper), Tui - Marsh (lower)' Nuclear:

Ken - The Mountain (above), Chen - Thunder (below).

Keywords
Water, marshes, regulation, proper restraint, moderation, time,
regular division.

Commentaru
This is a situation where observing restraint and self-imposed
limitations will be necessary in order to avoid the dangers caused
by lack of control and poor judgement. Moderation, flexibility
and appropriateness must be the watchwords. You must apply
constraints to your dealings with others which are appropriate to

the circumstances and help to maintain good order and relations.

You will have to monitor the distribution of resources, fine-tun-

ing when necessary to cope with changes in the situation. Rigid

adherence to strict rules and regulations will be ineffectual and

will only serve to encourage a destructive and self-defeating lack
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of thought and judgement. If a certain amount of sensible flex-
ibility is promoted, conceming adherence to established stand-
ards, then you will meet with success in your undertakings. But
if you rely on the unthinking application of familiar procedures
then you will be severely disillusioned. Be moderate and show
good judgement in your relations with others and you will
progress.

Judgement
There will be progress and attainment. If the limitations are se-
vere and difficult, they should not be made permanent.

Constraints and limitations are necessary for balance and good
order. But there must be moderation and flexibility. Wise dis-
cernment and judgement are required.

lnterpretation
In the trigram structure there is water above marshes. If the marsh
is allocated too much water it will flood and overflow; if it re-
ceives too little water it will dry up. The concept of the hexa-
gram is properregulation, sensitive restraint and ordered distri-
bution. The lines of the hexagram reproduce the pattern of the
joints on a bamboo stalk. This also contributes to the idea of
standardised rules and necessary limitation. The hexagram teaches
about the correct application of regulatory power in dealing with
people and allocating resources.

lmage
Water fills the lake. The wise man constructs his methods of num-
bering and measurement, and discusses points of virtue and con-
duct.

You have to discover for vourself vour limitations. Exceeding
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your limitations is a waste of time and energy and ends in fail-

ure.

Line readinas
Line 1: One does not quit the courtyard outside one's doot There

will be no error.
This is not the time to act. You should look within yourself for

answers you seek, and when the time comes to act, you will know it.

Line2 One does not quit the courtyard inside one's gate. There

will be misfortune.
Grasp opportunities when they present themselves. You may

not get a second chance.
Line 3: One does not observe the proper regulations, in which

case one shall lament. But there will be no-one to blame but

oneself.
You have shown no moderation and have wallowed in excess.

You are now feeling responsible and remorseful. You realise the

harm caused by exceeding your limitations and abandoning re-

straint.
Line 4: One is quietly and naturally attentive to all regulations.

There will be progress and success.
You must learn to be able to calmly take the moderate path of

sensible and comfortable restraint, creating a reservoir ofenergy

for yourself.
Line 5: One sweetly and acceptably enacts one's regulations.

There will be goodfornne. The onward progress with themwill

afford ground for admiration.
Make sure that the limitations you set yourself or others ob-

serve the needs of the individual as well as the needs of the situ-

ation.
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Line 6: One enacts severe and dfficult regulations. Even with

firmness and correctness there will be misfortune. But though
there be cause for repentance, it will by and by disappean

You have been too severe on vourself or others. Relax a lit-
tle.

Hexagram 61
Chung Fu - The truth within

Component Trigrams
Primary: Sun - Wind (upper), Tui - Marsh (lower). Nuclear:
Ken - The Mountain (above), Chen - Thunder (below).

KeWords
Wind, marshes, truth, transformation, flawlessness, deliberation,
wisdom, humility.

Commentary
This is a highly auspicious time for your spiritual development.
Cultivate the strength and power of your inner self and you will
be able to accomplish any difficult undertaking. If there is such
an underlaking at hand you should tackle it now, applying your-
self to it with confidence in the worthiness of your aims and the
integrity of your character. Your ultimate aim will not be to im-
pose yourself on others but to become as humble and selfless as
possible, and move forward with great sincerity and honesty on
the right path.

Judgement
The truth within moves even pigs and fish, and leads to good
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fortune. There will be advantage in crossing the great stream.
There will be advantage in being firm and correct.

There is great power and influence in the inner virtues of truth
and sincerity. You can reach and communicate with the different
inner natures of individuals, and can unite them in-harmony to

cooperate in the accomplishment of a great undertaking, which
will have a favourable outcome.

lnterpretation
The hexagram's structure has wind above the marsh. The wind
penetrates in all directions and refreshes and energises the col-
lected waters of the marsh. Even secret and cloistered things are
reached by the wind's power. The wind signifies the limitless
and unassailable power of complete sincerity and truth. The two
broken yin lines in the centre of the hexagram associate perfect

truth
with emptiness, absence - perhaps of ego, materialism, illu-

sion etc. The Sun trigram also represents wood and here suggest
a boat of special emptiness which will allow the undertaking of a
special and important task i.e. 'crossing the great stream.'

lmage
Wind above the waters of a marsh. The wise man deliberates
about cases of litigation and delays the infliction of death.

You need to recognise and respect the innermost nature ofoth-

ers if you want to truly understand them and gain theirrespect in
retum.

Line readings
Ltnel: Onc rests inoneself.Therewillbe goodfortune. If one lool<s
to anotheri one would not find rest.
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Greater Snow
Winter Solstice

LesserCold
Greater Cold

2gl

7th of December
22nd ofDecember

6th ofJanuary
21st ofJanuary

Fu

Lin Glossary
coin method here refers to the three coins that are thrown as part

ofthe procedure ofconsulting the I Ching.
Confucius westemers use Confucius (551-479 nc) as the spell-

ing for K'ung Fu-tzu - Master K'ung - China's first and mosf
famous philosopher. Confucius devoted himself to learning and
to teaching others. Confucius himself never wrote down his
own philosophy. The book known as the 'Analects', which
records all the "Confucius said, . . ." aphorisms, was compiled
by his students after his death.

Confucianism the philosophical system founded on the teach-
ing of Confucius. It dominated Chinese social and political life
for most of Chinese history and largely influenced the cultures
of Korea, Japan, and Indochina. Confucianism supported po-
litical authority using the theory of the mandate of heaven. It
sought to help the rulers maintain domestic order, preserye tra-
dition, and maintain a constant standard of living for the tax-
paying peasants. It ftained its adherents in benevolence, tradi-
tional rituals, filial piety, loyalty, respect for superiors and for
the aged, and principled flexibility in advising rulers. Confu-
cianism absorbed the metaphysical doctrines of yin (the female
principle) and yang (the male principle) from the I Chiag.

consulter a person who consults the I Ching.
divination the art of discerning future events.
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Fu Hsi the legendary creator of the trigrams and thus the origi-
nator of the I Ching.

hexagrarn a six-line figure, composed of a combination of bro-
ken (yin) lines and unbroken (yang) lines.

hexagram key a table giving the numbers of the sixty-four hexa-
grams created by the combinations of the eight primary trigrams.

hexagram system the sixty-four hexagrams of the I Ching col-
lected together with their accompanying texts.

Lao-Tse the ancient Chinese philosopher Lao-Tse (55 l -479 ac).
He wrote the Tao Te Ching, the philosophical basis of Taoism.

moving lines lines in a hexagram which have line-values of 6 or
9 and which will imminently change into their opposite princi-
ple, be it yin or yang.

NewAge a late-twentieth century movement or philosophy em-
bracing holistic, ecological and spiritual approaches to living.

nuclear trigram the second, third and fourth lines (below), and
the third, fourth and fifth lines in a hexagram (above).

oracle a source ofprophecies or predictions about future events.
primary trigram the bottom three and top three lines in a hexa-

gram.
synchronicity the theory that Jung derived from his reading and

acquaintance with the I Ching. Synchronicity states that every-
thing that occurs at the same moment in time is linked and mu-
tually influencing because of its quality of simultaneity.

T'ai Chi the 'ridgepole' of Taoist philosophy which is the fixed
point of the universe and the origin of yin and yang.

Tao the Way or One True Path of the universe, as expressed by
the philosopher Lao-Tse.

Thoism the term refers to the philosophy outlined in the Tao Te
Ching (The Way and Its Power), by the philosopher Lao-Tse;

237 Glossary

and also to China's ancient Taoist religion. Next to Confucian-
ism it is the second major belief system in traditional Chinese
thought. The harmony of opposites (T'ai Chi) is achieved
through a blend of the yin (feminine force) and the yang (mas-
culine force); this harmony can be cultivated through creative
quiefude (wu wei), an effortless action whose power (de or te)
maintains equanimity and balance. Taoism teaches the devotee
to lead a long and tranquil life through the elimination of one's
desires and aggressive impulses. Hence the wise person accepts
life's changes.

trigram a threeline figure, composed of a combination of bro-
ken (yin) lines and unbroken (yang) lines.

yang the primal, masculine principle of the universe, in comple-
mentary polar opposition to the yin principle.

yang line A single unbroken line in a trigram or hexagram.
yarnow sticks short sticks, traditionally from the yarrow plant

but now referring to any type of wood, which are used as part
of the method for consulting the I Ching.

yrn the primal, feminine principle of the universe, in comple-
mentary polar opposition to the yang principle.

yin line a single broken line in a trigram or a hexagram.
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